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PART I: UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO REPORT 

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT FOR THE COLUMBIA RIVER TREATY REVIEW 
Barbara Cosens, Emmi Blades, Meghan Carter, Mark Cecchini Beaver, Mary Grant, 

Gregory Haller, Dylan Hedden-Nicely, Tyler Olson, Saundra Richartz, Nicholas Sackman 
Editors: Shanna Knight, Kate Mankoff, and Allison Parker 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2024, provisions of the 1964 Treaty between the United States and Canada regarding storage 
operation of Canadian dams for assured flood control expire.  Should either country to seek 
termination of the remaining treaty provisions, it must provide notice 10 years in advance.  These 
timeframes have given rise to what is referred to as the 2014/2024 Columbia River Treaty 
Review.  This report is the result of a project by students in the University of Idaho College of 
Law seminar in Law and Science to inform that process.  Between February and April of 2011, 
students interviewed 26 people in the Columbia River Basin to identify themes for analysis of 
alternatives and to develop scenarios to inform a cross-border dialogue on management of the 
Columbia River. This work is an outgrowth of the work of the Universities Consortium on 
Columbia River Governance (UCCRG), composed of faculty from the Universities of British 
Columbia, Calgary, Washington, Montana, Idaho, and Oregon State to develop research and to 
bring together scholars and stakeholders for a dialogue concerning the river.  Formal processes to 
review the 1964 Treaty are currently underway under the leadership of the Bonneville Power 
Administration, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and B.C. Hydro. Although some technical 
modeling has been done jointly, the review processes are being undertaken separately on each 
side of the international border.  Participants in symposia held by the UCCRG in 2009 and 2010 
focused on review of the 1964 Columbia River Treaty and identified the need for an informal 
cross-border dialogue.  Further research will be undertaken over the summer of 2011, and will 
form the basis for a cross-border dialogue at the next UCCRG symposium in October 2011. 
 
Understanding the alternatives and scenarios requires an initial overview of the history of the 
Columbia River’s development prior to 1964, the 1964 Treaty, and changes since 1964 that are 
relevant to Treaty review.  This is followed by the methodology; a summary of themes identified 
from interview data; alternatives and scenarios developed to address the identified themes, but 
informed by further research; a discussion of the processes of implementation and negotiation 
developed from interview data; and a discussion of the research needed to inform a dialogue. 

 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
  2.1 THE HISTORY OF RIVER DEVELOPMENT 
 
The Columbia River Basin covers 259,500 square miles with 15% in Canada and the remainder 
in the United States (Barton and Ketchum 2010). Portions of six U.S. states Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Wyoming, and the Canadian province of British 
Columbia, all lie within the Columbia River basin. Although only 15% of the basin lies within 
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Canada, 38% of the average annual flow and 50% of the peak flow measured below the 
confluence with the major tributaries originates in Canada (Shurts 2011).  In addition, due to 
later runoff from snowpack, flow originating in Canada can be 50% of the late summer flow 
(Hamlet 2003). This variability also translated to substantial potential to store spring floods for 
summer use in the eyes of early 20th century boosters and engineers seeking to meet irrigation 
and other water demands in summer (Hirt and Sowards 2011).  Currently, storage on the river is 
40% of the average annual flow and the basin relies on substantial natural storage in the form of 
snowpack.  Predicted reduction in snowpack and variability in that reduction will require 
adaptation in the face of climate change. 
 
There were no dams in 1805 when the Lewis and Clark expedition made its way down the 
Columbia River to Astoria. Salmon fisheries sustained the native population and falls slowed 
upriver migration of salmon and provided excellent fishing locations. Each year thousands of 
Native Americans from numerous tribes gathered at locations such as Celilo Falls (now 
inundated by water behind The Dalles Dam) to fish and trade (Landeen and Pinkham 2008). 
Competition from commercial fishing and an influx of canneries began in 1866. The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers began transforming the Columbia River for navigation with locks at the 
Cascades as early as 1896, with numerous dams to follow (White 1995). Most dams in the U.S. 
portion of the river mainstem generate hydropower and aid navigation, but do not store 
substantial water (Shurts 2011). Exceptions to this run-of-the-river approach.  include the Grand 
Coulee Dam, a federal facility that was completed on the mainstem in 1942 for irrigation and 
permanently blocked salmon runs from reaching Canada, and the Hungry Horse Dam that was 
completed on a tributary, the South Fork of the Flathead, in 1953, Libby Dam completed on a 
tributary upstream from Canada, the Kootenai River, in 1973; and Dworshak Dam completed on 
a tributary, the North Fork of the Clearwater, in 1972.  (Shurts 2011).  
 
In 1948, even though the total river flow was close to average, runoff occurred rapidly and 
peaked with a flood in May that destroyed the town of Vanport, Oregon with estimated flow of 
over 1 million cubic feet per second (“cfs”), (average peak flows are less than half that rate), 
(Barton and Ketchum 2011). At the time of the 1948 flood, total storage capacity on the 
Columbia River was about 6% of the average annual flow (White 2011). Compare this to the 
Colorado River with a storage capacity of over 4 times its average annual flow or the Missouri 
River with storage capacity over 2 times its average annual flow. (Barton and Ketchum 2011) 
The approach to flood control at the time, implemented by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
was storage.  Problematically for the United States, the best remaining storage sites were in 
Canada.  
 
Even before the 1948 flood that wiped out the town of Vanport, Oregon, the International Joint 
Commission formed by the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty between the United States and Canada 
was directed to study the possibility of storage within Canada to provide flood control or power 
benefits to both countries (Mouat 2011; Shurts 2011). The Columbia River Treaty, which would 
form the framework for flood control and power, was not adopted until 1964. Obstacles to its 
completion included that the three new dams contemplated in the treaty would all be in British 
Columbia while the majority of the flood control and hydropower would benefit the United 
States (Mouat 2011; Shurts 2011), and disagreement between British Columbia and the Canadian 
federal government.  The first turned out to be minor once it was realized that money could make 
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up that difference.  The second was more difficult.  Between 1961 and 1964, negotiations 
between the federal government of Canada and the province of British Columbia led to a 
solution that would turn the operation and benefits under the Treaty over to British Columbia and 
divide benefits between the U.S. and British Columbia (Mouat 2011; Shurts 2011; Hirt and 
Sowards 2011). The resulting solution has been held throughout the world as the pinnacle of 
international cooperation on non-navigational uses of freshwater sources (Barton and Ketchum 
2011). The Treaty would provide for three dams to be built in Canada: Mica, Duncan, and 
Keenleyside; a payment of $65 million from the United States to Canada for flood control; and a 
50/50 division of the benefit of the additional hydropower generated in the United States due to 
release from the three new dams with the Canadian share referred to as the “Canadian 
Entitlement.” In addition, the Treaty allowed the United States to build Libby Dam on the 
Kootenai River, which would back water into Canada (Columbia River Treaty, Article III). 
Finally, the Treaty provided for appointment of operating entities by the United States and 
British Columbia. The U.S. selected the Administrator of the Bonneville Power Administration 
and Division Engineer of the Northwestern Division U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. (Exec. 
Order No. 11,177, 29 Fed. Reg. 13097. Sept. 16, 1964). British Columbia selected BC Hydro 
(Barton and Ketchum 2011). 
 
One further complication needed to be addressed before the Treaty could be completed. In 1964 
the Pacific Northwest’s market for energy was less than the amount of power the new projects 
would generate.  In addition, Premier Bennett of British Columbia sought upfront sale of energy 
to finance the dams. The solution came when Congress authorized construction of the Pacific 
Northwest-Pacific Southwest Intertie allowing sale of power to utilities in the southwestern 
United States, with a preference for sale to northwest utilities (Pacific Northwest Consumer 
Power Preference Act, 16 U.S.C. § 837.  2006), and the actual agreement for sale. Thirty-year 
contracts for the sale of hydropower to a consortium of utilities in the basin who then sold to the 
southwestern United States included payment to Canada of $254 million, an amount sufficient to 
cover dam construction (Shurts 2011). Although this payment was based on the estimated 
present value of anticipated power sales, it did not come close to the actual value that would have 
been realized on renewable contracts over the same 30 year period (Shurts 2011).  
 
The Treaty contains no automatic termination date or renegotiation clause; 2024 is the earliest 
date either party may terminate the Treaty (Columbia River Treaty Article XIX).  At least ten 
years notice of termination must be provided, hence the importance of a thorough review of the 
Treaty before the year 2014. The operating entities are studying options to be explored by 2014, 
and have announced that a process of stakeholder input will begin upon completion of technical 
studies (United States and Canadian Entities 2009). Certain flood control provisions, paid for 
upfront by the United States to cover sixty years, expire in 2024 (Columbia River Treaty Article 
IV). This expiration alone has led to consideration of Treaty modifications (Shurts 2011).  The 
following substantial changes in the basin have also lead to this possibility. 
 
  2.2 BASIN CHANGES SINCE 1964 
 
A symposium on the Columbia River Treaty held by the University of Idaho in collaboration 
with other basin universities in 2009 examined change since 1964 and possible future change 
regarding (1) change in values concerning the river; (2) change in empowerment of local 
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communities and in particular, of Native American and First Nation governments; (3) change in 
the viability of populations of anadromous fish that spawn within the Columbia River system; (4) 
change in energy demand; and (5) climate change. This report will briefly summarize some of 
the important points raised by participants in the symposium.  A more complete summary can be 
found in Cosens, 2010.  It is important to note in considering these changes that not all are of 
equal importance to the two countries involved in the treaty.  Addressing change at the 
appropriate scale, rather than folding all issues into the international treaty, will be one of the 
important considerations in building adaptive capacity. 
 
Changes in societal values concerning the river are reflected in the adoption of new laws 
governing both the substance and process of natural resource management (Hirt and Sowards 
2011), and in the results of a reconnaissance level survey of stakeholders in the basin done by 
students at the University of Montana (McKinney et al. 2010). The post-1964 law with the 
largest impact on operation of Columbia River dams on the U.S. side of the border is the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) adopted in 1973, which forbids federal actions that jeopardize 
listed species (Endangered Species Act of 1973, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544. 2006 (ESA)). Eight 
salmon and four steelhead species that rely on habitat within the basin are listed (NOAA 2005),1 
and two species of resident fish (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service).  Although numerous factors 
impact these species, operation of dams for hydropower has been identified as a major factor, 
and operation of the Federal Columbia River Power System (the part of the hydropower system 
at federal dams in the U.S. portion of the basin) has been the subject of numerous lawsuits under 
the ESA.2 The ESA and subsequent listings reflect a change in values and provide a powerful 
lever for inclusion of issues concerning anadromous fish in any negotiation concerning operation 
of dams on at least the U.S. portion of the river. 
 
Dramatic changes in the health of the Columbia River ecosystem are reflected in the declines of 
populations of anadromous fish that spawn within the system. The completion of Grand Coulee 
Dam in the 1940s blocked the natural migration of anadromous fish. Thus, the blockage of 
migration to Canada and the reservations of certain upper Columbia River Native American 
Tribes was a fait accompli by the time of the 1964 Columbia River Treaty. In the remaining 
portion of the basin, salmon declined from an estimated high of 6 to 16 million in the early 1880s 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1Current listings of salmon species found in the Columbia Basin: Snake River Sockeye (endangered), Upper Willamette 

River Chinook (threatened), Lower Columbia River Chinook (threatened), Upper Columbia River spring-run Chinook 
(endangered), Snake River fall-run Chinook (threatened), Snake River spring/summer-run Chinook (threatened), Lower 
Columbia River Coho (threatened), Columbia River Chum (threatened). Final Listing Determinations for 16 ESUs of West Coast 
Salmon, 70 Fed. Reg. 37160, 37193 (June 28, 2005). Note that four ESU’s of steelhead are also currently listed: 69 Fed. Reg. 
33105 (June 14, 2004) and 71 Fed. Reg 5178 (Feb. 1, 2006). However, these listings are currently in litigation. See e.g., Trout 
Unlimited v. Lohn, No. CV06-0483-JCC 2007 WL 1795036 (W.D. Wash. Jun 13, 2007), aff’d in part, rev’d in part 559 F.3d 946 
(9th Cir. 2009); see also  NOAA, Northwest Regional Office, ESA Salmon Listings, Salmon Populations, 
http://www.nwr.noaa.gov/ESA-Salmon-Listings/Salmon-Populations/Index.cfm  (last visited Apr. 5, 2010) 

2 See, e.g., the many challenges to Biological Opinions issued by NOAA Fisheries (formerly National Marine Fisheries 
Service – NMFS) in 1993, 1995, 2000, and 2004: Idaho Dept. Fish and Game v. NMFS, 850 F. Supp. 886 (D. Or. Mar. 28, 
1994); American Rivers v. National Marine Fisheries Service, CV 96-384-MA,1997 WL 33797790 (D. Or. Apr. 3, 1997); 
National Wildlife Federation v. National Marine Fisheries Service, 254 F. Supp. 2d 1196 (D. Or. 2003); National Wildlife Fund 
v. National Marine Fisheries Service CV 01-640-RE, 2005 WL 1278878 (D. Or. Oct. 7, 2005); National Wildlife Federation v. 
National Marine Fisheries Service, 422 F.3d 782 (9th Cir. 2005); National Wildlife Foundation v. National Marine Fisheries 
Service, CV 01-640 RE, 2005 WL 2488447 (D. OR.); NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d 917 (9th Cir. 2008). 
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to less than 1 million non-hatchery fish today (Peery 2011). The salmon fishery in the Columbia 
River basin is now supported by approximately 200 hatcheries (Peery 2011). It is difficult to 
argue that these changes were not foreseen (Bottom et al. 2009), but regardless, hatcheries 
remain controversial.  
 
In 2009 a special edition of Ecology and Society explored the prospects for Pacific salmon, 
including Columbia River populations (Bottom et al. 2009; Healey 2009; Waples 2009), 
Consider how, in contrast to the single population of Atlantic salmon, Pacific salmon have 
adapted to the relatively dynamic geologic coastline and riverine environment of the west coast 
of North America through the development of multiple locally adapted populations (Waples 
2009). The 10 million year survival of Pacific salmon in the face of a highly dynamic coastal 
environment is a tribute to their resilience (Healey 2009). However, anthropogenic changes have 
occurred on both a scale and timeframe that do not match historic geologic variability in the 
system (Healey 2009). Thus, the key to restoring salmon resilience is not merely maintaining 
genetic diversity through hatcheries, but also re-establishing the natural processes that led to 
adaptation (Healey 2009). Because salmon require the entire length of a river system as well as 
the ocean to complete their life cycle, this would require a daunting level of cross-jurisdictional 
coordination (Bottom et al. 2009).  Importantly, at the 2009 UCCRG Symposium, a caution was 
raised that “‘[i]t is uncertain whether degraded salmon ecosystems remain sufficiently resilient to 
respond positively to ongoing restoration programs, or have shifted to a stable, low-productivity 
state that may persist regardless of the climatic regime’” (Leschine 2009). Resilience is “[t]he 
amount of disturbance an ecosystem can accommodate without shifting to a fundamentally 
different structure, function and feedback mechanisms . . .” (Bottom et al. 2009) It is possible 
that the ecological system of the Columbia River has been altered to the point that salmon 
restoration in any way resembling a natural system is impossible. 
 
Additionally, the blockage of anadromous fish from Canada has led some to argue that 
restoration is purely a domestic U.S. issue.  Many feel that no incentive exists for Canada to 
consider operation of treaty dams to enhance salmon migration.  This may be an area in which 
addressing the biological issue on the U.S. side while seekingapproaches to shared benefits at the 
basin scale might be used to move toward greater ecological resilience (with the caveat that it 
may be impossible to ever return to a natural, rather than an engineered, salmon population in a 
human timeframe).   
 
In addition to changes in ecosystem health, energy demand has not increased as expected in 
1964.  At the time of finalization of the 1964 Treaty, planners expected the rapid growth in 
power demand that followed World War II to continue and that new thermal generation would 
replace hydropower as the dominant source of energy in the Pacific Northwest  (Shurts 2011). 
Nation-wide conservation in the wake of the 1970s energy crisis altered this picture, and 
hydropower remains the dominant energy source in the region (Hirt and Sowards 2011).  
Correspondingly, the value of the system has grown dramatically. With the current push to 
develop non-carbon sources of energy, hydropower is likely to become even more valuable. The 
recent draft power plan released in September 2009 by the NWPCC indicates “the most cost 
effective and least risky resource for the region” to meet electricity demand over the next 20 
years “is improved efficiency of electricity use” (Northwest Power and Conservation Council 
2010 ). If this projection proves true, it is likely hydropower will dominate northwest energy 
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production through any near-term scenarios. However, many remain skeptical that the required 
level of conservation will ever be achieved and Phase 1 studies by the Treaty operating entities 
contemplate increases in reliance on thermal power in the basin.  Nevertheless, hydropower will 
remain a key component of the energy portfolio for the basin.  Reliability of hydropower services 
from the river depends on transboundary cooperation on river operation. 
 
Under the 1964 Treaty, a high level of cooperation and joint planning for river operation occurs 
among the appointed operating entities (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Bonneville Power 
Administration for the U.S., and B.C. Hydro for Canada).  However, the type of agency (or 
“entity”) level operational planning envisioned by the 1964 Treaty depends on seasonal and 
year-to-year variation that can be forecast within the degrees of historical variability. Six-year, 
one-year, and within-year planning cycles, as well as Supplemental Operating Agreements are 
used if mutual benefits in power, flood control, fisheries, or other values may be achieved 
(Barton and Ketchum 2011). In this way, the Treaty provides sufficient flexibility for adaptive 
management to account for seasonal and year-to-year uncertainty within the limited purposes of 
the Treaty.  Unfortunately, climate change increases the range of variation beyond what can be 
predicted based on historic behavior (Hamlet 2003). Modeling by the Climate Impacts Group 
suggests that precipitation may not change dramatically within the Columbia River basin, albeit 
they also indicate that substantial uncertainty is associated with this statement (Hamlet 2003). 
However, changes in annual snowpack can be predicted with greater certainty and are already 
underway in the basin (Hamlet 2003; Nolin et al. 2011). The basin relies on snowpack as natural 
storage that, similar to reservoirs, moderates summer flows. With climate change, reduction in 
snow-water equivalent may be as much as 35% in the U.S. portion of the basin by 2060 and 12% 
in the Canadian portion of the basin (Hamlet 2003; Nolin et al. 2010). This reduction in natural 
storage means that the artificial storage configuration in the basin will be insufficient to reap the 
power benefits available in the past (Hamlet 2003). In particular, summer production which 
serves utilities in the southwestern United States might decrease if the current operation is 
maintained (Hamlet 2003). 
 
A future water supply that is outside the historic water supply regime has impacts beyond power 
production. While the Columbia River Treaty provides an excellent framework for addressing 
high flow, it does not address low flow under a climate change scenario (Hamlet 2003). 
Adaptation to climate change for other uses such as irrigation and fisheries requires response by 
multiple agencies in the U.S., which currently has no framework for coordination (Hamlet 2003). 
Irrigation occurs during the summer season when the lowest flows will occur if storage is 
insufficient. A failure to address low flows will force fish and farmers to bear the brunt of 
climate change if no effort is made to adapt (Hamlet 2003). 
 
A more subtle yet pervasive change in the legal governing process stems from the now global 
demand for greater public access to information and public participation in governmental 
decision making.  In the United States, the indications of this trend began with the passage of the 
Freedom of Information Act in 1966 (5 U.S.C. §552. 2006), and the National Environmental 
Policy Act in 1970 (National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-190, 83 Stat. 
852. 1970 current version at 42 U.S.C. § 4321. 2006; Hirt and Sowards 2011). This trend is also 
reflected in the European Union Water Framework Directive, (European Union Council 
Directive 2000/60/EC, 2000 O.J. (L. 327) 1-73 (EC) the adoption of NEPA-like requirement in 
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over 80 countries (Percival et al. 2003), and the inclusion of public involvement requirements for 
water development projects funded by the World Bank.  Whereas state-to-state negotiation of the 
international treaty in 1964 proceeded with relatively little non-federal input in the United States, 
and only provincial and federal level input in Canada, the rise in expectations for more robust 
forms of deliberative democracy will require changes in that approach in any new negotiation or 
domestic change.  Design of a meaningful process for public input on the scale of a basin the size 
of the Columbia will require a new approach that proceeds at multiple scales over a number of 
years leading up to negotiation.  The increased regional and local capacity in the basin may 
provide the avenues for this input as describbed below. 
 
A reconnaissance-level situation assessment of stakeholders in the Columbia River basin done by 
students at the University of Montana under the direction of consortium member Dr. Matthew 
McKinney confirmed this public expectation of input within the basin, and identified two key 
perceptions (McKinney et al. 2010).  First, if measured by the 1964 goal of flood protection and 
increased power production, the Columbia River Treaty has been an outstanding success 
(McKinney et al. 2010).  Second, among the key issues identified by stakeholders that were not 
addressed in 1964, but should be in the future, the health of the salmon fishery, and participation 
by affected communities, Native American Tribes and First Nations, stood out as themes 
repeated by many interviewees (McKinney et al. 2010). This perception is paralleled by the 
dramatic change in empowerment among basin communities. 
 
The following factors, detailed in Cosens 2010, have increased empowerment of local 
communities and, in particular, of Native American and First Nation governments, resulting in 
enhanced capacity to participate in Columbia River decision making: (1) legal recognition of the 
treaty rights of certain Native American Tribes to participate in the harvest and management of 
Columbia basin fisheries within the United States, now organized as the Columbia River 
Intertribal Fish Commission (CRITFC); (2) recognition of the upper basin tribes within the 
United States whose land was blocked from anadromous fish migration by Grand Coulee Dam, 
organized as the Upper Columbia United Tribes (UCUT); (3) active participation in the current 
treaty review by the Upper Snake River Tribes and the Confederated Salish and Kootenai; (4) 
establishment of the Northwest Power and Conservation Council in the United States in 1980, 
composed of state representatives in the United States portion of the basin and charged with 
energy and fisheries restoration planning; (5) constitutional recognition of the rights of First 
Nations in Canada in 1982; and (6) legislative recognition of the Columbia Basin Trust in 
Canada in 1995, formed initially as a grassroots effort to assert the rights of local communities 
and First Nations whose lands were flooded by Treaty dams.  Many of these groups advocate 
restoration of the health of anadromous fish runs in the basin.  These changes parallel the 
growing call for public participation in resource management decisions and the need for local 
capacity building to make this input a reality and provide the base from which public processes 
can be built. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The UCCRG concluded that prior to the third Columbia Symposium, the range of issues people 
seek to discuss should be investigated and supplemented with more information to allow a robust 
discussion of alternatives. In addition, for the basin to move toward a more resilient social-
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ecological system, each alternative needs to be viewed in light of the range of uncertainty 
associated with its key drivers.  The following sections set forth the interview methodology used 
to identify alternatives and the scenario development process used to couch those alternatives in 
light of their associated uncertainties. 
 

3.1 INTERVIEW PROCESS   
 
The class identified two core questions to facilitate a cross-border dialogue. 
 

1. What alternatives do stakeholders in the Columbia River Basin want analyzed and 
discussed prior to any decision on the international treaty? 

2. What existing information and new research is required to inform a dialogue 
concerning alternatives raised in response to the first question? 

 
To identify the range of alternatives that treaty stakeholders seek to have analyzed, this research 
uses a qualitative approach. A qualitative approach bases research on individual experience and 
attempts to understand human behavior (Schwandt 2001).  Qualitative inquiry uses methods such 
as open-ended interviews to gather information  (Creswell 2003).  The focus of the research is to 
obtain as broad a range of alternatives as possible, rather than attempt to quantify the level of 
support for a particular alternative.  Thus, the class considered open-ended, confidential 
interviews as the best approach.  

 
A group of students in the Spring 2011, University of Idaho College of Law, Law and Science 
class conducted interviews with a limited set of stakeholders. These interviews have included 
agency representatives, tribal representatives, and other stakeholders on both sides of the 
international border. University of Idaho Institutional Review Board for research on human 
subjects approval was obtained and is attached as Appendix A.  A list of interviewees is attached 
as Appendix B.  Most interviews were conducted over the telephone. Confidentiality regarding 
information obtained is key to an effective interview process in order to provide a venue for 
stakeholders to express their concerns about the situation as well as to express possible solutions 
(Higgins 2006, 3), thus interview results will not be attributed to individual interviewees in this 
report. Again, the purpose of the research is to develop alternatives, not to identify the positions 
of particular interest groups. 

 
Students used a snowball sampling method where interviewees were asked to recommend others 
who should be interviewed (Susskind 1999).  Ideally, interviews end when either no new 
information is being obtained or no new interviewees are identified. In this case interviews ended 
due to the time constraints of a semester course; however, recommendations for additional 
interviews are included in Appendix C.  

 
In preparation for the interviews, students compiled a list of questions and received comments 
from several key players in the basin to refine the questions shown in Appendix D. The 
qualitative methodology allows tailoring of questions to the particular interviewee and 
adjustment to address specific issues raised. However, the same basic script was used to ask the 
core questions.  
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Students then analyzed the data collected from the interviews. The results were first organized 
then categorized through a coding process which process breaks data into related themes for 
naming and identification (Creswell 2003). Coding requires examining the underlying meanings 
of the data instead of focusing on the substance of the data, thus enabling development of 
categories and subcategories, or major themes and minor themes (Susskind 1999). The 
interviews were then be organized according to these themes.  To re-emphasize: confidentiality 
is the primary ethical issue in this research project. The participants’ statements will be reported 
without attribution to any individual or group. In addition, prior to release, a draft of the report 
was sent to each interviewee to ensure that it reflects their opinions without breaching their 
confidentiality. 
 
After developing connections between the themes, the resulting framework was used to develop 
alternatives and scenarios (The Susskind 1999).  The class organized interview data in collective 
workshop-style sessions.  The basic listing of themes is shown in Appendix E.  The final step 
was to formulate alternatives and scenarios and identify areas for additional research to inform a 
dialogue. Alternatives for modeling and comparison were developed in areas where a wide 
variety of views on the ultimate goals for the basin were obtained.  This is primarily evident in 
the area of ecosystem function.  Scenarios planning, as described below, was used for each area 
with a common vision, and discussed briefly in the section on ecosystem planning to reflect 
decisions that would provide the greatest opportunity to achieve any of the visions expressed.   
 
The alternatives and scenarios developed in this report should be considered a starting point for 
analysis, comparison, and an informed cross-border dialogue, but should be added to and 
modified as that process goes forward.  We recommend that the October 2011, UCCRG 
Columbia River Symposium use these alternatives and scenarios as a starting point for 
discussion in break-out sessions with a goal of further refinement and identification of 
information needed to choose among alternatives. 

3.2 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 

In contrast to the identification of alternatives for purposes of research, modeling and informing 
a dialogue, scenario planning is a process of using that information to identify one or more 
possible visions for the basin, then “backcasting” to evaluate decisions that must be made now to 
achieve that vision.  Scenario planning is used when there is a high level of irreducible 
uncertainty regarding key variables that control outcomes.  It has been used for years in business 
planning (Schwartz 1996), more recently in climate adaptation planning (Hamlet 2003), and has 
been suggested as a tool of watershed planning in the face of climate change (Arnold 2010).  
This is also the approach for power planning used by the Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council.  The primary goal of scenario planning is to aid decision-making when forecasting is 
not possible (Schwartz 1996).  Scenario planning sets up a process designed for adaptation from 
the beginning.  For example, if we cannot predict changes in energy demand with accuracy for 
more than 20 years, what decisions must be made now and what process must be in place to 
allow the basin to respond to a range of possible future energy demands?  If we can only predict 
the affects of climate change on the hydrograph within a broad range, what decisions must be 
made now and what process must be in place to allow the basin to respond to a range of possible 
future water supplies and runoff timing?  In contrast, current planning under the 1964 Columbia 
River Treaty described above is highly constrained within the range of historic water supply, 
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energy demand and technology, and runoff timing.  Current planning is based on forecasting 
from a known point rather than backcasting from a desired goal. 

 
Scenario planning for this project involved the following steps modified from Schwartz (1996): 
 

1. Identification of goals associated with the primary themes developed from interview 
coding; 

2. Identification of the key driving forces associated with each theme; 
3. Selection of key driving forces with high and irreducible levels of uncertainty over the 

next century (a timeframe chosen to reflect a slightly longer period than the 60 years 
before changes occur with the 1964 treaty); 

4. Identification of the possible range in uncertainty of the selected driving forces; 
5. Development of a scenario or scenarios that would place the basin in the best position to 

adapt given the range of uncertainty. 
 
As described in the final sections, research required to allow stakeholders to compare costs and 
outcomes of various alternatives, further refinement of the scenarios is recommended through 
additional research to inform the last three steps in the process.  We consider the scenarios 
developed more useful as an example of the scenario development process and its value in 
framing decision-making when faced with high levels of irreducible uncertainty.  We 
recommend that the October 2011, UCCRG Columbia Symposium use the scenario development 
process to that end with the scenario developed here as merely an example or starting point. 

4. INTERVIEW RESULTS 
 
Interview results were coded by theme, resulting in five categories: power; flood control, 
ecosystem, implementation, and miscellaneous. Each response was then further subcategorized 
as a general statement regarding the specific theme, or a statement regarding a tradeoff, concern, 
and/or benefit regarding the specific theme.  Below are summaries of the general findings by 
theme.  Listing of themes from coding of interview results can be found in Appendix E. 
 
In discussing general conclusions regarding the results of the interviews, possible sources of bias 
should be mentioned.  These interviews were conducted in compliance with the methodology set 
forth above, by individuals performing their first project of this nature.  Sources of possible bias 
include, but are not limited to, lack of experience of the interviewers, and the preferences, 
attitudes, and biases of the individual interviewer, which may be more prevalent because of the 
qualitative interview process chosen. 
 
The following sections provide a brief summary of interview responses under each identified 
theme. A more detailed list of responses can be found in Appendix E. 

 
4.1 POWER THEMES 
 

Interviewees generally believe that continued hydroelectric power generation in the basin is 
important.  They did, however, express a variety of views on its degree of importance.  Some 
thought current reservoir operations should be maintained or enhanced to ensure maximum 
power return, while others regarded power generation as the second most important benefit of 
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coordinated river operation behind flood control.  Some interviewees express that power is 
important, but that emphasis on power has resulted in a narrow focus for river operation.  The 
interviewees who placed the least emphasis on the importance of power regarded it as a 
secondary benefit to that of the natural ecosystem.  Some interviewees felt that analysis of 
whether to continue joint power production under the treaty should be based, by each country, on 
a cost/benefit analysis using reasonable assumptions on how the other country might operate 
without the Treaty.  Others felt that the value of redundancy created by joint operation and an 
interconnected North American grid, along with the value to United States – Canada relations, 
should outweigh any cost benefit to either country created by Treaty termination. 
 

4.2 FLOOD CONTROL THEMES 
 

The diversity of interviewee’s statements regarding flood control was limited; the responses fell 
into one of two categories.  The first regarded flood control as the most important benefit 
provided by coordinated river operation and emphasized the necessity of maintaining it at its 
current level.  The second category emphasized lessening our current level of reliance on storage 
behind dams for flood control, either because the need may be lessened by climate change or to 
allow more water for other uses such as ecosystem services.  In either case, interviewees 
generally seek to prevent loss of like or economic harm from flooding. 
 

4.3 ECOSYSTEM THEMES 
 

The responses related to ecosystem themes were consistent in expressing a desire to elevate 
consideration of ecosystem function in basin management.  The general sentiment expressed is 
that managing the river to protect, maintain, and improve the basin’s ecosystem should be 
elevated in importance to reflect changes in social values since the signing of the 1964 Treaty.  
Many felt that U.S. and Canadian cultures now place greater value on natural resources.  These 
interviewees believe the treaty should be updated to reflect this change. The most common 
response was that there should be a more balanced management of the river with ecosystem 
function as part of the balance.  
 
However, the wide variance in how interviewees define improved ecosystem function requires 
that several alternatives be explored under this theme.  The main difference in response was the 
degree of emphasis on anadromous fish and their importance to the region.  Views in Canada 
ranged from a desire to restore anadromous fish runs in the Canadian portion of the basin, to 
maintaining lake levels and resident fisheries in Canada.  Those in the United States seeking 
ecosystem restoration generally advocated altering river operation to mimic the natural 
hydrograph.   

 
 4.4 TREATY REVIEW AND IMPLEMENTATION THEMES 
 

Interviewees’ comments regarding implementation were more diverse than the previous three 
themes. Threshold issues addressed by some interviewees included that the fundamentals of the 
treaty need to remain in place.  Others felt that the primary question for both sides is whether 
there is still a need for cooperation.  
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The comments were coded by two statements. First, at what level do changes in agreements need 
to be made to achieve the goals people seek from river operation and second, who should be 
involved in negotiating and implementing the treaty?  On the question of agreement level, some 
felt strongly about keeping any changes below the level requiring international negotiation and 
involvement by the U.S. State Department and the Canadian Foreign Ministry.  The overarching 
goal of those with this view was to keep decision-making in the basin.  To this end, interviewees 
suggested the use of operating and other ancillary agreements to accomplish goals without 
altering the underlying Treaty.  At the other end of the spectrum, those seeking changes in 
purpose or the process for implementation of the international Treaty felt that those changes 
could only be accomplished through a new treaty. 
 
Some interviewees believed that both the process of negotiation and the process of treaty 
implementation require broader participation.  Groups often discussed as to whether they should 
have a greater role regarding the treaty negotiation: those groups being the Native American 
Tribes in the United States; First Nations in Canada; the states; and the general public.  
Interviewees who commented on whether the Tribes and First Nations should have a greater role 
all agreed they should, but did not necessarily agree on scope of that role.  In addition, the 
interviewees were divided on whether the public should be more or less involved. On treaty 
implementation, some suggested that authority for governance and implementation of the river 
be handed over to a supranational organization. 
 
Because the process of review and implementation are relevant to every decision made 
concerning the treaty and, in part, depend on the substantive issues addressed, a more detailed 
analysis of comments is provided following the sections on scenarios. 
 

4.5 MISCELLANEOUS THEMES  
 

There is no common theme to the statements in this category other than they did not fit well in 
one of the other four categories.  There were a number of notable statements in this category.  
First, education about the Treaty and the benefits that the river provides is very important. 
Second, to some, the most important benefit the Treaty provides is predictability and stability on 
how each country will operate the river. Third, there are significant benefits to cooperation by 
the two nations beyond the Treaty, including interconnection of North American electric 
transmission. Fourth, restitution is still needed for indigenous people who have lost cultural 
resources due to development and operation under the 1964 treaty. 
 
In addition, interviewees identified areas in which information on impacts will be necessary to 
inform a dialogue on management options for the river.  These are areas where international 
operation may cause an impact to a particular use of the river, but those commenting did not 
believe that the use itself should be addressed at the international level.  These include water 
quality, navigation, water diversions, and recreation. 
 
5. SCENARIOS 
 
Scenario development focused on the three theme areas of power supply, flood control and 
ecosystem function.  To facilitate a cross-border dialogue, scenarios are used to look at the 
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benefits people seek from the basin as if no border exits.  Whether international action is 
necessary to achieve those goals is a separate question discussed below in a section on 
negotiation and implementation. The purpose of this separation is to allow a broader dialogue on 
what benefits might be possible in the basin.  Interviews reveled that some people would start the 
analysis with the question of how much can be accomplished without international action.  This 
appeared, in part, to a perception that international action will impair regional control.  As will 
be discussed below, this is not necessarily a correct assumption.  More importantly, as 
academics, our role is to facilitate a broad dialogue beyond perceived constraints, recognizing 
that in the end, those perceived constraints may control.  
 
The class used the scenario development methodology set forth above, interview data for theme 
identification, and both interview data and its own research on sources of uncertainty to develop 
at least one scenario under each theme.  As noted above, the interview response on ecosystem 
function reflects a variety of goals that are not necessarily compatible.  Thus the ecosystem 
function section begins with a discussion of alternatives for evaluation followed by a scenario 
that might allow the basin the most options.  Research needs associated with each scenario are 
discussed briefly with each section. However, research needed on both the associated 
uncertainties and on methods, including models, for analysis and comparison of various 
scenarios that is applicable to all scenarios is discussed more fully in a later section.  This 
preliminary work can be used as a starting point for discussion when the UCCRG convenes the 
next symposium for a cross-border dialogue on the Columbia River treaty in October 2011.  
However, the additional research and evaluation methodology will need to be developed to allow 
the basin to engage in a fully informed dialogue on options for the future 
 

5.1 POWER SUPPLY MAINTENANCE SCENARIO 
 

Maintenance of hydropower production at or above the current level is the identified theme for 
this scenario. The following paragraphs discuss the various driving forces affecting the system’s 
ability to continue producing power at current levels, highlighting areas of uncertainty.  
Diversifying the power supply is presented as a means to buffer against any changes in ability to 
produce hydropower. Whether this effort requires joint U.S.—Canada operation is a separate 
question discussed below in the section on negotiation and implementation. 
  

5.1.1 DRIVING FORCES AND UNCERTAINTY   
 
Key driving factors associated with hydropower production include power demand; renewable 
portfolio requirements; technology innovation; aging infrastructure; and water supply. 
 
Power demand is affected by a number of factors.  Overall power demand will be affected by any 
changes in power usage due to conservation, technology changes, business and industry 
movement into or out of the region, population changes, and demand for energy in areas outside 
the basin connected through transmission.  Projections of these changes have been made by 
NWPCC (Northwest Power and Conservation Council 2010) for a 20-year period and will be 
helpful in making any decisions concerning the Columbia River Treaty and power production.  
However, the greater the term of any new treaty, the greater the uncertainty in projections. 
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Both technology and political decision-making affect renewable power portfolio standards set at 
the state level.  Hydropower is not classified as a renewable source of energy for purposes of 
portfolio standards.  States are increasingly using renewable portfolio standards to push 
development of renewable energy source.  Washington, Oregon, and Montana along with 21 
other states currently have renewable energy portfolio standards (U.S. Dept. of Energy 2009).  
The amount of renewable energy required in these portfolio standards will likely increase in the 
future but remains uncertain.  Currently in the basin, wind power is the most rapidly growing 
source of renewable energy.  Variability in wind speed imposes a certain degree of unreliability 
requiring both redundancy and maintenance of hydropower as the base power source.  Only if 
the basin turns to a thermal source such as nuclear as its primary supply will the value of 
hydropower diminish. 
 
Technology innovation will also affect the ability of the Columbia River Basin to maintain 
production of current power levels. Currently there is no effective large-scale means to store 
produced energy (as opposed to water stored prior to production), so it must be manufactured 
when there is both demand and water supply.  To even out the hydrograph for accommodation of 
summer demand, water must be stored behind dams.  However, if an effective storage 
mechanism for produced energy were developed, the need to operate dams to maximize power 
production when needed would be reduced.  Utility scale storage of power would free up river 
operation to meet the needs of other identified themes. Because the availability of this type of 
innovation cannot be predicted it will be identified as one of the high level sources of 
uncertainty.  The function of scenario planning will then be to develop approaches that will 
position the basin to be sufficiently adaptable to take advantage of the technology opportunity 
should it arise. 
 
Infrastructure will also affect the ability of the system to maintain power production levels in 
several ways.  First, dams in the Columbia River system are aging.  Aging dams and other 
aspects of power infrastructure can affect the ability to efficiently produce power.  As a result, 
the ability to maintain and upgrade the system is a key factor to consider when evaluating the 
ability to maintain current power levels.  Second, current infrastructure affects how non-
hydropower renewables can be integrated into the system.  Some of the best places to produce 
solar and wind power are not near current transmission lines.  New transmission infrastructure 
requires capital expenditures and raises environmental concerns, which both present a degree of 
uncertainty.   
 
Water supply and timing affect the ability to maintain current hydropower production.  There are 
two factors that could change the timing and amount of water available, therefore affecting the 
system’s ability to continue producing power at current levels.  The first the legal requirements 
that affect flow timing.  Endangered Species Act litigation concerning species within the river 
system could potentially force the river to be operated differently.  This could mean spilling or 
holding water in reservoirs when it would normally be run through turbines for power 
production.  The second factor is the effect of climate change on timing of water availability.   
As noted above, climate change predictions for the basin suggest reduced snowpack, which 
currently serves as natural storage.  Total precipitation may not change, but instead will enter the 
system as rain, altering high flow times.  This shift in the hydrograph will affect when and how 
water is stored, potentially affecting the amount of water available for power production.   
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5.1.2 SCENARIO 
 
Adaptability in the face of the many forces that could affect the ability of the system to maintain 
current power levels requires both diversification and redundancy.   The basin could explore a 
range of options for increasing non-hydropower renewable energy, thermal power including 
nuclear power, and how best to integrate these sources into the power supply system to make it 
more resilient and flexible.  In addition, the redundancy and diversification provided by 
maintaining a North American grid (as opposed to separate domestic transmission) should be 
evaluated as one of the benefits of continued United States – Canada cooperation under an 
international treaty.  Most importantly, the process for decision-making on hydropower operation 
must be sufficiently flexible to respond to surprises.  Some of the governance mechanisms 
suggested by interviewees to increase flexibility are discussed under implementation. 
 

5.1.3 RESEARCH NEEDED 
 
The primary research need is rigorous cost/benefit analysis of various alternatives for river 
operation including (1) the range of power operation that might occur with expiration of the 
assured flood control and treaty termination alternatives; (2) #1 with an overlay of operation for 
fish flows; (3) #1 with an overlay of climate change; and (4) the range of power operation that 
might occur under the various scenarios and alternatives outlined below. Although there is 
considerable uncertainty in future power prices, these estimates can be done for the purpose of 
comparing relative impacts at any reasonable estimated power price.  Reasonable estimates can 
be taken from the experience of contract negotiations when the 30-year contracts for sale 
expired.  At that time BC	  BPA negotiated an MOU to sell all of that power forward on a long 
term basis at about $35/MWh.  However, BPA refused to sign the final agreement.   Price then 
rose to $500/MWh but more recently has fallen to about $30/MWh.  Reasonable projections of 
where prices might go over the next 60 years should be used as long as the caveot that these 
numbers are useful primarily for comparative purposes is included.	  	  
 
To reduce uncertainty where possible, additional research that should be conducted to provide a 
fuller picture of the capabilities of the river system as well as possible incorporation of other 
renewable resources.  A range of 100-year power demand projections should be developed and 
the current infrastructure should be evaluated to determine capacity as well as the ability of dams 
to continue operations at current levels as they age.  The cost and ability to incorporate new 
renewable energy sources into the system needs to be determined in order to produce an 
incorporation time schedule.  Each option should be overlain with climate change scenarios to 
ascertain potential changes in the hydrograph, which will affect power production capabilities.  
As discussed below, review of governance mechanisms compatible with decision-making in the 
face of uncertainty is needed.  
 

5.2 FLOOD CONTROL SCENARIO 
 

The Columbia River Treaty (Treaty) indicates that in 2024, pre-determined annual flood control 
operations will automatically change to only “called upon” flood control (Columbia River Treaty 
Article IV(3)). This automatic change concerns many people interested in the Columbia River 
Basin because the meaning of “called upon” flood control is not entirely clear. It has never been 
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used in practice and there are significant and unresolved ambiguities with respect to 
implementation (United States and Canadian Entities 2009). The ambiguities relate to language in 
the Treaty relating to expiration of the assured flood control provisions that (1) retains the ability 
of the United States to call upon Canada for storage for flood control when needed (Article IV(3); 
(2) fails to indicate whether this “called upon” storage is governed by the same provisions that 
apply to called upon flood control prior to the expiration which requires the use of “all related 
storage” in the United States prior to exercising the call (Article IV(2)(b) and Columbia River 
Treaty Annex to Exchange of Notes 1964); and (3) if post-2024 called upon flood control is the 
same as pre-2024, what is meant by “all related storage.” 
  

 
Specifically, the ambiguity revolves around differing interpretations among interested parties in 
the United States and Canada as to what “all related storage” means. This ambiguity was not 
resolved in the Phase I Report conducted by the Canadian and United States entities in July 2010 
to evaluate the effect of three possible alternatives on power and flood control post-2024: 1) the 
treaty is terminated; 2) the treaty continues with “called upon” flood control; or 3) the treaty 
continues with pre-2024 flood control operations in place (U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, et al. 
2009).  
 
In addition, the level of flood protection required by the Treaty is ambiguous.  The Phase I Report 
analyzes both views and simply notes that in light of the differing views between the Entities, “two 
different flow objectives were simulated,” namely flooding measured by flow at The Dalles, 
Oregon at 450 kcfs, the flow where flooding begins, and at 600 kcfs, the flow where major damage 
begins, to “provide information regarding a potential range of future operations” (U.S. Army Corp 
of Engineers, et al. 2009).  A similar statement was made in the Supplemental Report done by the 
U.S. Entity “to provide the results of additional studies (Supplemental Studies) conducted by the 
U.S. Entity in which Endangered Species Act (ESA) Biological Opinions (BiOp) and other fish 
operations were added to the Phase 1 studies” (United States Entity 2010).  
  
Despite our separation of scenarios by theme, it will be important to compare the impact of 
various means to meet flood control on other theme areas.  For example, the Supplemental 
Report “indicated that Called Upon flood control operations limited the ability to meet fish 
objectives in the U.S” (United States Entity 2010).  Further, “the inclusion of fish operations 
reduced the U.S. system generation by about 1520 to 1665 annual average megawatts (aMW) . . . 
with or without the Treaty continuing and was the largest difference when comparing the Phase 1 
studies to the Supplemental studies” (United States Entity 2010).  As such, these studies show 
that the automatic change to “called upon” flood operations will reduce the flexibility of the 
United States in operations to meet fish and power needs while still providing flood control. 
Therefore, a scenario that presents a flood control alternative to provide more flexibility is 
desired with an underlying theme to have no loss of life and minimum property damage due to 
flooding. 
 

5.2.1 DRIVING FORCES AND ASSOCIATED UNCERTAINTY 
  
In developing this flexible scenario, several driving forces with varying levels of related 
uncertainty were taken into consideration. While the following does not cover the entire list of 
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influential forces that will be involved in the discussion of potential flood control operations, it 
touches on the major drivers that must be discussed to develop a scenario for flood control that 
results in no loss of life and minimum property damage due to flood while providing flexibility 
for fish and hydropower operations: climate change, forecasting water supply to determine 
locations at highest risk, and the ability of the U.S. to control flood domestically.  In addition, 
class research indicates a degree of uncertainty associated with whether Army Corps of 
Engineers is vulnerable to a FEMA type lawsuit. All of these driving forces have been or can be 
modeled with the exception of the Army Corp’s vulnerability to a FEMA type lawsuit, the effect 
of which can only be determined through litigation. The modeling of climate change, forecasting, 
and the ability of the US to control flood domestically will be discussed in the final sections of 
this report. 
  
With regard to climate change and forecasting, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) has provided several Assessment Reports of the state of knowledge on climate change. 
The latest of which is "Climate Change 2007," the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, and the 
Fifth Assessment Report is due in 2014 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2011). The 
IPCC “also produces Special Reports; Methodology Reports; Technical Papers; and Supporting 
Material” (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2011). These Reports indicate potential 
changes in temperature that groups like the Climate Impacts Group (CIG), “an internationally 
recognized interdisciplinary research group studying the impacts of natural climate variability 
and global climate change,” consider and impose with a focus on the Pacific Northwest to model 
the effect of temperature changes on the region’s hydrograph (Climate Impacts Group 2011). 
The CIG centers its work “on the intersection of climate science and public policy/resource 
management” and researches “climate and climate impacts and works with planners and policy 
makers to apply this information to regional decision making processes” (Climate Impact Group) 
This information can then be used to help forecast when, how much, and where precipitation will 
occur. While there is some uncertainty as to the type of effect climate change will have on the 
hydrograph of the Columbia River Basin, it is clear from all of these studies that there will be an 
effect from climate change and it must be considered when planning for flood control operations. 
 
The United State’s ability to control flood domestically without Canada’s help is highly 
uncertain. The Army Corps of Engineers is currently conducting a flood risk management 
assessment to determine what it means to use “all related storage” and looking at all the dams 
along the Columbia River system including Bureau of Reclamation dams along the Snake River 
to determine the storage and flood prevention capacity of reservoirs. However, the Army Corps 
is not currently looking at the possibility of restoring floodplains or opportunities for additional 
storage outside the existing Columbia River system.  
 
Finally, only litigation will reveal the vulnerability of the Army Corps to a FEMA type lawsuit 
and how that will affect the conversation for flood control operations along the Columbia River. 
In 2004, a lawsuit was filed “against the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the 
federal agency charged with administering the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), 
alleging that FEMA has violated Section 7(a)(2) of the [Endangered Species Act (ESA)]. . . by 
not consulting with the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) on the impacts of the 
National Flood Insurance Program (“NFIP”) on the Puget Sound chinook salmon” (NWF v. 
FEMA 2004, 1153). The court concluded that FEMA violated ESA Section 7(a)(2) “by failing to 
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consult with NMFS to ensure that: (1) the regulations establishing the minimum eligibility 
criteria for the NFIP, (2) the mapping of the floodplains, and revisions thereof, and (3) the CRS 
[Community Rating System] are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the Puget 
Sound chinook salmon” (NWF v. FEMA 2004, 1177).. Essentially, in implementing the NFIP, 
FEMA provided incentive to use methods such as fill and levees to remove land from mapped 
floodplains, thus allowing development without consideration of the impacts of the modifications 
to a listed species in violation of the ESA. As a result, the court ordered FEMA to “initiate 
consultation with NMFS on the impacts of its implementation of the NFIP-specifically on the 
impacts of the minimum eligibility criteria, the mapping of the floodplains, and revisions thereof, 
and the CRS-on the Puget Sound chinook salmon, within 60 days” (NWF v. FEMA 2004, 1177). 
As such, on September 22, 2008, a biological opinion was submitted to FEMA prepared by the 
NMFS “on the effects of certain on-going elements of the [NFIP] throughout Puget Sound in 
Washington State” (National Marine Fisheries Service  2008).  
 
On June 25, 2009, another ESA lawsuit was brought against FEMA, alleging that FEMA 
violated Section 7 of the ESA by not consulting with the NMFS “on the impacts of the NFIP in 
Oregon on the…fifteen salmon and steelhead listed as threatened and endangered under the 
ESA” (Audubon Society of Portland v. FEMA  2010). On July 9, 2010, to settle the suit, FEMA 
entered into an agreement with Audubon that requires “FEMA to request the initiation of formal 
consultation with the [NMFS] on the impacts of certain aspects the NFIP was having on ESA-
listed salmon and steelhead” (Audubon Society of Portland v. FEMA 2010).  
 
It is evident that there is increased scrutiny of federal programs that provide incentive to or focus 
on disconnecting the river from its floodplain. Similar to FEMA, the flood control operations of 
the Army Corps are federal programs and by managing dams for flood control the Army Corps, 
similar to FEMA, makes development in the floodplain possible. Therefore, given the presence 
of endangered species in the Columbia River Basin, any new efforts geared towards flood 
management including additional dams, new levees, permitting fill, etc. that make way for 
floodplain development may subject the Army Corps to FEMA type lawsuits and consultation 
with the NMFS.  
 

5.2.2 SCENARIO 
  
Given the driving forces and their related uncertainties discussed above and the desire to prevent 
the loss of life and to minimize property damage while providing flexibility in operations, the 
scenario that has the most potential is one that spreads the risk management of flooding by 
looking to a more diverse and basin-wide array of flood management opportunities, including 
storage on and off the mainstem of the Columbia River and floodplain restoration and 
enhancement. If opportunities to absorb flood through floodplain restoration waters are 
developed, more water could be held in reservoirs and the United States could operate its 
reservoirs less conservatively for flood control purposes with greater attention to fish, recreation, 
and power generation.  As noted above, we recommend that this scenario be initially approached 
as if no international boundary exists.  Thus, opportunities to spread the risk should include 
anaysis storage and floodplain restoration opportunities in Canada, but also include the major 
tributaries to the Columbia in the United States.  Only after that analysis is done in a cross-border 
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dialogue should the analysis separately look at spreading the risk in the United States alone.  
This second step is part of the consideration of negotiation and implementation. 

 
5.2.3 RESEARCH NEEDS 

  
A tremendous amount of research is available to determine the feasibility and desirability of this 
flexible “spread the risk” scenario with regard to flood control, however additional research and 
modeling is needed. The Army Corps of Engineers Flood Risk Management assessment will 
likely help determine some additional storage opportunities along the Columbia River system 
related to reservoirs. However, these studies are not sufficient to identify opportunities off the 
Columbia for additional storage or opportunities to absorb some of the flood risk through 
floodplain restoration or enhancement. More robust floodplain mapping is necessary to help 
identify other opportunities to spread the flooding risk.  In addition, it will be necessary to 
overlay climate change to forecast where, when, and how much rain will fall to allow 
prioritization of efforts to restore floodplains. 
 
A secondary benefit of floodplain restoration is habitat improvement.  Floodplain mapping that 
takes into account habitat needs would allow identification of restoration sites that optimize both 
flood risk management and habitat needs (Williams 2011).   
  
A final, but very important research need, is cost/benefit. For example, to determine the 
feasibility of creating additional reservoir storage and non-reservoir storage through floodplain 
restoration, a robust cost comparison study is necessary. This study must compare the costs of 
simply using current reservoirs to absorb flood control risk, at both the 450 kcfs and 600 kcfs 
flood levels at The Dalles, to the costs of creating additional storage opportunities on and off the 
mainstem, which may include consideration of moving people out of and restoring the 
floodplains.  Cost comparison for floodplain restoration should take into account avoided 
litigation costs for a FEMA-type lawsuit. Such comparisons are essential for an informed and 
meaningful conversation. 
 
Although it is possible to develop models to examine this approach, it is difficult to quantify the 
affect of numerous small actions to restore floodplain to allow comparison to sole use of 
reservoir storage.  Rather than reject the approach on that basis, it might be advisable to phase in 
floodplain restoration as discussed below under implementation.  Using an adaptive management 
approach, results of restoration can be monitored and the shift from sole reliance on reservoir 
storage for flood control can be spread over time.  It is worth emphasizing that the concept of 
scenario planning is to position the basin now to take advantage of future opportunities and to be 
able to adapt to surprises.  Given the types of uncertainties described above, including the 
possibility of major changes in energy storage potential, floodplain restoration over a 60 year 
period, equivalent to the life cycle of flood control under the 1964 Treaty, could place future 
generations in the position to achieve more of the goals described by interviewees. 
 

5.3 ECOSYSTEM HEALTH ALTERNATIVES AND SCENARIO 

On the United States side of the Basin, the operation of the Federal Columbia River Power 
System (FCRPS) effects thirteen species of Columbia River Basin Salmon and steelhead listed 
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for protection under the Endangered Species Act (NOAA, 2008).  Dams on the upper part of the 
mainstem in the United States block anadromous fish migration from Canada.    On the Canadian 
side of the Columbia River Basin, three Treaty dams—Keenleyside, Duncan, and Mica—are 
responsible for the loss of wildlife habitat, degraded water quality in reservoirs and impacts to 
native fish populations. The 1964 Treaty does not include ecosystem health in its purposes.  As 
noted above, changes in operations in the United States to satisfy the requirement of the ESA, 
reduce power production but do not reduce the Canadian Entitlement under the Treaty.  Needs of 
resident fish in certain stretches have been satisfied through agreements that maintain the 
integrity of the 1964 Treaty (Libby Coordination Agreement 2000). 

 
Although most interviewees expressed the desire for greater attention to ecosystem health in the 
basin, the vision of what “ecosystem health” means varies considerably throughout the basin.  
Importantly, some visions expressed may be mutually exclusive.  Thus this section begins with 
description of the following three alternatives: (1) United States anadromous fish; (2) Canada 
anadromous fish restoration; and (3) maintenance of lake levels.  Interviewees expressed a desire 
to understand the tradeoffs among these alternatives, including cost, affect on flood control and 
power generation, and feasibility.  However, years of litigation concerning dam operation on the 
United States side of the basin has shown that some of these questions will not have clear 
answers.  Discussion of alternatives will be followed by a scenario designed to both allow the 
basin to learn and adjust implementation over time, and again, to be in a position to take 
advantage of future changes. 

 
5.3.1 UNITED STATES ANADROMOUS FISH ALTERNATIVE 

 
Generally, storage reservoirs and run-of-river dams in the Columbia Basin are operated to 
maximize electrical production and minimize flood risk with the awkward overlay of 
requirements for fish flows in each country coming through purely domestic requirements on 
each side of the border.  Reducing the risk of flooding is accomplished by capturing the spring 
runoff.  The stored water is then released throughout the summer (to satisfy electrical demand in 
California) and fall and winter (to satisfy electrical demand in the Pacific Northwest).  This 
operational regime has resulted in a pronounced shift in the hydrograph over the year as well as 
in dramatic daily fluctuations in river levels to meet electrical demand.  
 
Prior to the development of storage, the hydrograph would have been much more variable.  
Spring freshets historically carried heavy sediment loads, which helped create important habitat 
features for salmon and other species.   Today, much of this sediment is trapped behind dams, 
thereby eliminating an important function of a natural river. The timing and magnitude of the 
spring freshet has been significantly altered as a result of power and flood control operations.  
The Army Corps of Engineers manages the river so that peak flows do not exceed 450kcfs at The 
Dalles, significantly less than the historic peak.  As a result, both riverine and reservoir 
ecosystems have been negatively impacted.  
 
Salmon, steelhead, and pacific lamprey have adapted by developing life history strategies that 
are intricately tied to the natural hydrograph of the Columbia Basin.  Juvenile fish ride the spring 
freshet to the estuary.  A decrease in particle travel time as a result of hydropower operations has 
lengthened the time it takes a smolt to arrive in the estuary; a journey that once took 3–4 weeks 
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now extends more than five weeks.  This extended travel-time increases the risk of mortality 
from predation and disease.  Further, the slack water reservoirs are generally warmer than the 
river, which can increase susceptibility to disease as well as predation, since juvenile fish can 
become disoriented in the slack water pools.  
 
The presence of salmon directly and indirectly affects the functionality of terrestrial and aquatic 
ecosystems.  Construction of redds (i.e. the nests salmon construct in gravel beds to lay eggs) 
promotes gravel recruitment, and may change the dimensions and stability of a streambed or 
channel (NRC 1996).  For example, redd construction along the banks of a stream may widen the 
channel, which would decrease erosions and scouring during flooding, which may provide a 
stable environment for aquatic biota (NRC 1996).  Restoring salmonid populations may be 
directly beneficial to other species by providing a pathway for recruitment of marine nutrients.  
Recruitment of marine nutrients plays an important role in estuarine food webs (Fujiwara and 
Highsmith 1997), freshwater and riparian vegetative growth, and growth of periphyton (NRC 
1999).  Avian predators, marine and terrestrial mammals, and insects may benefit from live and 
dead salmonids (Hewson 1995; NRC 1996).  With the decline of salmon in the United States and 
the outright extirpation and extinction in Canada, ecosystem health basin-wide has declined as 
evidenced by the ESA listings.  
 
The rate at which water releases from dams, referred to as ramping rates, also has impacts.  
When dams are operated to meet daily load, ramping results in dramatic changes in river 
elevation throughout a typical day. In the Hanford Reach and elsewhere, ramping at upstream 
dams causes extensive juvenile stranding and mortality when fish become trapped in pools cut-
off from the river.  These pools quickly percolate through the substrate or become lethally warm 
before they are reconnected to the river when water is again released for power.   Significant 
mortality occurs due to excessive ramping. 
 
The following paragraphs describe two approaches to improving flows for anadromous fish that 
were suggested by interviewees, along with the uncertainties and research needs associated with 
each. 

 
5.3.1.1 UNITED STATES ANADROMOUS FISH ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 1:  
RESTORING A NATURAL HYDROGRAPH 

 
Due to the ecosystem impacts resulting from the construction and operation of the Columbia 
River hydro system, many interviewees expressed the desire to restore a natural hydrograph to 
the Columbia River. In essence, this approach requires filling reservoirs, passing the spring 
freshet, and drafting during the summer months to provide additional flow augmentation.  
Targeted flows at The Dalles would be higher than the current fish flows. Additionally, this 
approach requires less dramatic ramping rates of release from dams.     

 
5.3.1.1.1 DRIVING FORCES AND ASSOCIATED UNCERTAINTY 

 
The current health of riverine and reservoir ecosystems has been investigated extensively.  
However, there remains considerable debate about the nature and extent of these impacts and 
how changing the current operating regime may improve ecosystems.  
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Ocean conditions are an important component in the number of adult salmon that return to 
spawn.   For example, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, a driver of surface ocean temperatures, 
food abundance and diversity, is an important factor affecting adult salmon populations.  
Generally, cooler ocean conditions benefit salmon populations while warmer temperatures do 
not.  Coastal waters off the Pacific Northwest are influenced by atmospheric conditions not only 
in the North Pacific, but also in equatorial waters, especially during El Nino events (Ainsworth et 
al. 2011). Strong El Nino events result in the transport of warm equatorial waters northward 
along the west coast of the United States.  El Nino events have generally corresponded to 
decreased adult returns of salmon (Ainsworth et al. 2011).  While fish tagging and counts will 
remain important, implementation of any changes in river operation to restore ecosystem 
function should include identification of in-basin variables that can be monitored to determine 
ecosystem health independent of ocean conditions.  
 
Another important driver in restoring a natural hydrograph is the overall political will of the 
stakeholders to make sacrifices in power, flood control, and navigation to accomplish the goal.  
Hydropower operations that mimic a natural hydrograph will translate to higher spring peak 
flows, which translate into less conservative flood control operations.  Additionally, spilling 
water over dams as a means of juvenile passage means less water going through turbines and a 
corresponding decrease in power production.  Operating run-of-river dams at minimum operating 
pool may affect barge transportation.   
 
Flow augmentation, another important component for increasing velocity and decreasing 
juvenile travel time to the estuary, requires that reservoirs are filled to ensure sufficient water is 
available to provide summer flows.  Large storage reservoirs such as Grand Coulee, Dworshak, 
and Libby Dam can provide flow augmentation and have the added benefit (especially 
Dworshak) of providing cooler water (45˚ C), which reduces overall river temperatures, 
unnaturally elevated due the presence of the dams.  
 
Mainstem habitat condition is a key uncertainty.  Fall chinook salmon are mainstem spawners 
and require substrates of a certain quantity and quality.  Sediments that are not replenished can 
disappear over time from dam operations; therefore, sediment fate and transport is an important 
research need. 
 
Two areas of uncertainty exist that cannot be reduced through additional research. The outcome 
of ESA litigation and its affect on operation of the FCRPS can only be determined through a 
final court ruling.  Alternatively, changes in operation and monitoring could, overtime, reduce 
litigation.  An even greater uncertainty expressed by scientists in the basin and noted above, is 
whether anadromous fish are sufficiently resilient to recover even with a natural hydrograph.  
This can only be answered through implementation and monitoring – i.e. adaptive management. 

 
5.3.1.1.2 RESEARCH NEEDED 

 
Research needed to inform a dialogue on whether ecosystem function should be included in the 
treaty and the impact of operating the river under a more natural hydrograph include: (1) 
modeling the associated changes in hydropower production; (2) identifying any increased flood 
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risk; (3) identifying the benefits and harms on flow and lake level requirements for resident fish; 
and (4) identifying the benefits and harms to other fish and wildlife.  Modeling should include an 
overlay of climate change. In addition, because current conditions prevent the migration of 
anadromous fish into Canada, this scenario will require investigation of means of sharing 
benefits with Canada either through improvements in resident and lake fisheries set forth in the 
third ecosystem function alternative, or through increased hydropower revenue.  The following is 
a more complete list of research needs required to determine if a change in river operation is 
likely to result in improvements in anadromous fish runs.  The timeframe for results on many of 
these mean that they would need to be incorporated in an adaptive management approach to 
implementation as opposed to being determined during Treaty review. 

 
• Flood control studies  
• Smolt survival at each dam under current operations  
• Smolt survival at each dam based on different levels of spill  
• Smolt survival at each dam based on different levels of flow augmentation 
• Smolt to Adult Returns (SARs) based on current operations  
• SARs based on different levels of flow augmentation  
• SARs based on different levels of spill  
• Forest health based on number of adult salmon returns  
• Ocean conditions 
• Identification of in-basin monitoring parameters that are independent of ocean conditions 
• Mainstem riparian function  
• Condition of estuary habitat based on altered hydrograph and condition of estuary habitat 

based on different flow regimes  
• Reservoir health—available fish habitat, water quality, riparian habitat  
• Riverine water quality  
• Sediment supply, fate and transport 
• Impact of commercial, Tribal, and recreational fisheries on adult returns  
• Economic value of anadromous fisheries, i.e., harvestable salmon runs  
• Economic value of resident fisheries  
• Economic value of power/flood control equal with non-ESA listed harvestable runs of 

salmon  

5.3.1.2 UNITED STATES ANADROMOUS FISH ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 2:  
SUMMER FLOW AUGMENTATION 

 
This approach is captured within the natural hydrograph scenario but is given individual 
treatment due to its importance for juvenile fish passage. In addition, it may require identification 
of different approaches to compensation for use of Canadian reservoirs, and may involve 
changes in summer power generation when compared to the natural hydrograph scenario. 
 
Under this approach, dams would be operated to maximize the assurance of refill by June 30 of 
each year. Water would then be released in July, August and September to aid in juvenile fish 
passage at mainstem dams. Cooler water released during the summer aids juveniles as well as 
returning, pre-spawn adult fish.   
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5.3.1.2.1 DRIVING FACTORS AND ASSOCIATED UNCERTAINTIES 
 

The ability to provide reasonable flood control while still ensuring refill is the primary driving 
factor of this scenario. Water supply forecasting must be improved and coordinated to increase 
the likelihood of success. 
 
The majority of juvenile salmon migrate to the ocean between June and August as subyearlings.  
However, some fish, as a result of summer dam operations that provide cooler water, as well for 
other reasons, tend to overwinter in the system and migrate to the ocean as yearling fish. 
 
Thermal impacts to juvenile and adult fish are well understood. Adults exposed to elevated 
temperatures can result in mortality, delayed spawning, decreased gamete viability, and reduced 
spawning success. Juvenile fish exposed to elevated temperatures are at risk of disease and 
increased mortality.  

 
5.3.1.2.2  RESEARCH NEEDED 

 
Similar to the first approach, the research needed to inform a dialogue on summer flow 
augmentation include: (1) modeling the associated changes in hydropower production; (2) 
identifying any increased flood risk; and (3) identifying the impacts on flow and lake level 
requirements for resident fish.  Modeling should include an overlay of climate change. In 
addition, because current conditions prevent the migration of anadromous fish into Canada, this 
approach will require investigation of means of sharing benefits with Canada either through 
improvements in resident and lake fisheries set forth in the third ecosystem function alternative, 
or through increased hydropower revenue.  The following is a more complete list of research 
needs required to determine if a change in river operation is likely to result in improvements in 
anadromous fish runs.   
 

• Research needs iterated from Approach 1 
• Percent of juvenile migrants that overwinter in the system and migrate as age 1 fish as 

opposed to those that migrate to the estuary as subyearlings  
• The impact of cold water releases on migration timing.  
• Mortality resulting from elevated temperatures 

 
5.3.2 UPPER COLUMBIA BASIN ANADROMOUS FISH RESTORATION ALTERNATIVE 

 
Many interviewees expressed the desire to restore salmon to blocked areas within the United 
States (above Grand Coulee and Chief Joseph dams) as well as into Canada.  First Nations in 
Canada and Native American Tribes in the United States have strong cultural interests in this 
restoration. 
 

5.3.2.1 DRIVING FORCES AND ASSOCIATED UNCERTAINTY 
 
The political will to restore salmon and other species to their former habitats will be a driving 
factor in determining whether this alternative can be implemented.  Reintroduction will be 
costly.   Additionally, if the reintroduced fish are protected under the Endangered Species Act in 
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the U.S. portion of the basin, many people may be resistant to this concept if it means restrictions 
on their businesses or livelihoods. 
  
Reintroduction and restoration of salmon to blocked areas will be driven by the ultimate goals of 
those advocating for this alternative.  If the goal is to establish naturally producing populations, 
consideration of available spawning habitat or the availability of restorable spawning habitat in 
blocked areas will be the key issue in determining whether this alternative can be implemented.  
If the goal is to establish fisheries, then habitat conditions are less of a consideration and 
hatchery development is more important. 

 
Options for fish passage, both adult and juvenile, must be investigated for this alternative.  
Because some dams, such as Grand Coulee, are simply too tall for conventional adult fish 
ladders, other options, such as elevators or trap and haul techniques need to be considered at 
these dams for upriver fish passage. For out-migration of juvenile fish, passage may require a 
trap and haul scheme or there may be opportunities for in-river passage. 

 
Additionally, the use of hatcheries is an important consideration. Reintroduction, by default, will 
require the use of hatcheries because of the absence of any remnant wild populations. The impact 
of hatchery fish on wild populations has been greatly studied but remains controversial.  
Hatchery fish, released in large numbers, can overwhelm smaller populations of native fish 
through competition for available food.  Hatchery fish can also decrease genetic diversity of wild 
populations, which may weaken the overall population’s ability to adapt to different flow and 
thermal conditions.  
 
Further, the maintenance and restoration of resident fish populations is a factor.  Many important 
resident fisheries exist in U.S. and Canadian reservoirs and rivers.  Kokanee, rainbow trout, 
sturgeon and burbot populations are important, both in a fisheries as well as an ecosystem 
context.  These species have different habitat requirements and hydropower operations that favor 
salmon may in fact be harmful to resident populations.  Thus, the trade-offs between resident and 
anadromous fish hydropower operations must be carefully considered.  

 
5.3.2.2 RESEARCH NEEDS 

 
• Economic value of anadromous fisheries, i.e., harvestable salmon runs  
• Economic value of resident fisheries  
• Economic value of power/flood control equal with non-ESA listed harvestable runs of 

salmon  
• Currently available spawning habitat 
• Potentially available spawning habitat (with reintroduction and with habitat restoration) 
• Cost of various adult and juvenile passage options 
• Evaluation of available passage technologies 
• Cost of available passage technologies 
• Impacts of hatchery fish on native populations 
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5.3.3  MAINTENANCE OF LAKE LEVELS ALTERNATIVE 
	  

This alternative requires an operation or series of operations that seeks to maintain high water 
levels in Arrow Lakes behind Keenleyside Dam,. This objective was identified by interviewees 
as a key goal of most residents of the West Kootenays in Canada, but is likely to extend to (and 
thus should be discussed and investigated for) other reservoirs such as Lake Koocanusa behind 
Libby Dam, and Dworshack. In the past, residents have favored these levels for recreational and 
aesthetic reasons, but now, there are also power benefits associated with keeping Arrow high.  In 
addition, dust and economic losses associated with low lake levels are a factor.  This alternative 
could be combined with either approach under ecosystem function Alternative 1, which focuses 
on anadromous fish runs in the United States, or can be viewed as a stand-alone alternative.  It 
may be incompatible with Alternative 2, the restoration of anadromous fish to Canada, although 
that assumed incompatibility may require analysis. 
 

5.3.3.1 DRIVING FORCES AND ASSOCIATED UNCERTAINTY 
 
The ability to provide reasonable flood control while maintaining high lake levels is the primary 
driving factor of this alternative. Water supply and timing of runoff is a key uncertainty.  
However, the greatest uncertainty lies in the political will behind this versus Alternative 2 for 
return of anadromous fish to Canada and what the relative benefits and tradeoffs of each might 
be for the economic, cultural, and ecosystem health of the upper basin. 

 
5.3.3.2 RESEARCH NEEDS 

 
It is difficult to achieve this objective in the context of a prescribed flood operation, although 
current operation does allow B.C. Hydro to dedicate storage at Mica Dam for flood operations 
instead of at Arrow. Understanding how this alternative fits with other interests to achieve flood 
control and power production will be important to an informed dialogue. In a Treaty continued 
outcome, B.C. Hydro will still have to operate Treaty storage for the power operation. Arrow 
may be drawn down where such an operation optimizes generation in both countries. In a Treaty 
terminated outcome there will no such requirement and generation at Canadian facilities will be 
optimized by keeping Arrow high. Keenleyside, the Arrow dam, was originally built without 
generation. There is some opportunity to install additional generation at Arrow. Just how much 
additional generation is possible in a high lake level scenario and the cost of doing so should be 
investigated. In addition, basin residents will need information on the relative benefits, tradeoffs, 
and costs between this alternative and Alternative 2 contemplating return of salmon to Canada.  
It should be noted that the installation of additional generation capacity at Arrow has been 
explored in the past with some thought that it would benefit fish flows in the United States.  This 
concept should be revisited. 
 

5.3.4 ECOSYSTEM FUNCTION SCENARIO 
 

As noted above, scenario development involves identifying a goal then backcasting to identify 
decisions that must be made today to position the basin to achieve those goals within the range of 
uncertainty regarding the future and despite surprises.  All of the alternatives discussed above 
have the common goal of improvement in ecosystem function within the basin.  One way to cast 
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decision-making in a way more likely to achieve this is: when a choice must be made between 
two approaches, the one that more closely mimics a natural system should prevail.  This leads to 
a preference for floodplain restoration over storage for flood control (while recognizing that both 
will probably continue to be necessary if the goal of limited harm is to be achieved); a preference 
for mimicking the natural hydrograph (while recognizing that a true natural hydrograph cannot 
be achieved while maintaining power production); a preference for moving anadromous fish in 
the river (as opposed to truck and barge programs); and a preference for wild fish over hatchery 
production (while recognizing that it is unlikely that fish populations in the basin can be 
maintained without hatcheries). Finally, the fact that many of the uncertainties cannot be 
resolved without experimentation on the ecosystem itself may call for a conservative or 
“precautionary” approach to adaptive management coordinated across the entire system. 
 
 
6. NEGOTIATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COLUMBIA RIVER AGREEMENTS AND 

MANAGEMENT 
  

This section returns to the interview data to address both negotiating an agreement and ongoing 
management of the Columbia River Basin system thereafter. Interviewees were asked about what 
has worked well with the Treaty and also ways that management could be improved. Based on 
the responses, five primary areas have been identified that relate to both the process of 
negotiating a decision and implementing the decision to reach the desired outcome for river 
system management.  The following five areas are each addressed below: need for greater 
transparency; need for input; questions that require research before choosing a means of 
implementation; actual implementation; and restitution.  These sections will reflect interview 
data, followed by a section on our own discussion of the approaches the basin might consider.  

  
6.1 NEED FOR GREATER TRANSPARENCY 

  
One of the prevailing subjects in interview responses was a need for greater transparency at two 
different times: (1) during negotiation; and (2) during implementation. People interviewed are 
familiar with and critical of the nature of negotiations for the original Treaty. The closed-door 
negotiations provided little or no transparency regarding agendas, compromises, or coordination 
between the U. S. and Canadian governments. Answers also indicated a perception that remnants 
of this closed-door behavior are still present in current implementation and coordination. Though 
present-day management is becoming more transparent as a result of greater coordination 
between agencies and the required processes embedded in domestic laws, the process is thought 
to continue to limit the relevant information to a small group of interested parties. For example, 
people perceive that modeling by the U.S. Entity is a closed process where the public may only 
view the results. To address these concerns, stakeholders are interested in having discussions 
made in public.  People seek transparency should occur throughout the process, rather than 
simply at the end or only at the public’s request. Such an approach will also address concerns 
about implementation at the entity level if the practice were simply continued.   When discussing 
transparency, interviewees raised a second issue—whose input should be included?   
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6.2 NEED FOR INPUT 
  

In general, interviewees felt that a greater number of interests need to be addressed than were 
taken into account during initial Treaty negotiations.  Current participants as well as participants 
necessary to negotiation must, therefore, decide whose input should be considered and how it 
should be managed. This issue, similar to transparency, needs to be addressed on two levels.  

. The need for more or less public input is not synonymous with whether additional interests 
need to be addressed–rather, the question of public input asks who should provide input in 
relation to broader environmental and social interests.  In fact,  interviewees gave mixed 
responses when addressing the need for greater public input. These responses ranged from a 
consideration of greater public input as convoluting the process, to a desire for greater public 
input Thus, it is important to define who represents those interests – i.e. who is a stakeholder? 
One interviewee noted that this definition is especially necessary for the United States and 
Canada to comply with a multitude of laws requiring meaningful consultation and informed 
consent with Native Americans and First Nations. In some aspects, these laws require not only 
consultation, but also accommodation. It will require looking at what the legal, including treaty-
based and constitutional, duties require of the federal governments. It will also be necessary to a 
look at how property rights, such as prior appropriation water rights, will be affected and how 
those interests will be represented.  

 
Regardless of whether public input is increased or maintained, respondents have indicated that a 
comprehensive mechanism for managing those comments is needed. One suggestion was 
managing the public input through an advisory panel. This may be something similar to the 
current sovereigns process developed by the U.S. Entity, but the panel would additionally be 
assigned to facilitate the public dialogue and then present it to the sovereign working group or 
other similar entity representing the interests in the informal and formal discussions. Another 
opportunity to manage input that was raised might be through a neutral facilitator.  The function 
of the Universities Consortium on Columbia River Governance in providing a neutral, informal 
forum for a cross-border dialogue is also important in this regard. Because the Consortium 
already exists and covers many geographical locations in the basin, it may also provide an 
effective infrastructure for compiling, summarizing, and presenting public remarks.    

 
Interviewees named agencies and the political bodies responsible for implementing the Treaty 
components as a second level for greater input. This includes input from both federal agencies 
and the sovereigns. For example, the NWPCC is composed of representatives of the states, yet 
some interviewees indicated that the states’ interests in the river were not always clearly defined 
and sometimes the sovereigns’ policies clearly conflicted with one another, making it difficult to 
achieve a consensus or overall plan through use of the NWPCC. To illustrate the difficulty of 
consensus among the states, an interviewee indicated that Washington and Oregon have taken 
opposite approaches to water appropriation in regards to fish and stream health. Oregon refused 
to allow more diversions while Washington simultaneously allowed more water to be drawn 
from the river system.  In addition, the upstream and downstream states frequently disagree on 
NWPCC matters. To resolve and manage such conflicts, input from and between the sovereigns 
interviewees seek and increase in communication regarding water management.  
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Similarly, there is an indication that broader involvement and input from the federal agencies 
that are currently managing the river system is necessary. BPA and the Army Corps of Engineers 
participate in the U.S. Entity while the Bureau of Reclamation also manages numerous dams on 
the Columbia River and its tributaries.  The U.S. Entity has developed the federal working group 
composed of representatives of the federal interests in the basin which may already be serving 
this purpose in Treaty review.  

6.3 QUESTIONS THAT NEED TO BE ANSWERED BEFORE CHOOSING HOW TO IMPLEMENT 
 

As the process moves from discussions to negotiations, important questions should be answered 
to determine the scope of the cross-border dialogue. As noted above, many interviewees felt the 
question of what can be accomplished below the international level is the first question to ask.  
However, for the purpose of facilitation of a cross-border dialogue, our scenario approach seeks 
to first identify the benefits people seek from the basin, then to ask how those benefits can be 
achieved in light of the international border.  To separate the interview data from this scenario 
approach, the following sections first describe the interview data, followed by how these issues 
might be handled in sequence under the scenario approach. 

  

6.3.1 WHAT ARE PURELY DOMESTIC ISSUES? CAN WE ACCOMPLISH SOME OF OUR 
GOALS DOMESTICALLY?  

 
Interviewees expressed the opinion that some Columbia River Basin issues need not be 
addressed at an international level. Some interviewees think that the United States and Canada 
should bring to the table only those issues that require international cooperation and input, 
thereby narrowing the scope of discussions. For example, some of the environmental laws that 
the United States entities are required to comply with have an effect on how the river system is 
managed, but some interviewees believe this need not be considered an international issue.  
 
Interviewees has differing views on whether separate of issues between those requiring 
international attention and those that can be left to domestic action should be a process that 
occurs separately on each side of the international border, or jointly.  Some respondents indicated 
that the sovereign working group (the representatives of states and Tribes currently providing 
input to the U.S. Entity review process) along with the U.S. Entity should first determine United 
States goals and interests.  At that point, they can determine which goals and interests can be 
accomplished domestically, without coordination with Canada. Others identified the need to 
jointly develop a basic understanding of what the United States needs from Canada and vice 
versa, than eliminate aspects from the international discussions that do not fit within those needs 
 
Interviewees also raised the possibility that, although certain goals may be purely domestic for 
one country or the other, achieving that goal may require international cooperation.  In this 
context interviewees raised the possibility that  some of the United States’s domestic goals may 
not align with the interests of Canada or may conflict with international management schemes. In 
the former situation, interviewees suggested it will be important to try and accomplish them 
independently. However, in the latter, domestic goals that affect how a United States and 
Canadian agreement will be addressed may nonetheless require an international discussion. This 
leads to a second and related question.  
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  6.3.2 WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED AT A LEVEL BELOW THE TREATY?  

If domestic and international goals align or if international coordination is required, interviewees 
remained interested in exploring which goals can be accomplished at a level below the treaty.  
Some point to the management of Libby Dam can serve as a model for this process. The Libby 
Coordination Agreement has been considered a very successful agreement and mutually 
beneficial to both sides. The agreement must be implemented in a manner that is consistent with 
the Treaty but did not require Treaty modification.  Yet, it accomplished goals for both the 
United States and Canada.  Of equal importance to some interviewees, it provides an example of 
an agreement negotiated on a regional level. Some interviewees indicated that more agreements 
made in a similar fashion may alleviate the need to address some of the issues in treaty 
negotiation at the international level. Research will be needed on how far the treaty can be 
supplemented or changed without triggering formal requirements and ratification.  
 

6.4 ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Many interviewees indicated that the treaty and its management has generally worked very well 
and carried out precisely the intended purposes of the agreement. Still, interviewees see room for 
improvement and a greater scope of purposes in current discussions.  Some believe this ability 
for improvement and greater scope creates the need for new or modified approaches to 
implementation. Interview answers regarding implementation included four discrete 
considerations: suggested approaches to management; a need for flexibility for changing 
circumstances; means to implement change; and ecosystem function integration.  

6.4.1 SUGGESTED APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT 
 

While the Libby Coordination Agreement has been successful and some suggest broadening that 
approach, others suggest that such an approach through a series of agreements that occur below 
the treaty level may jeopardize achieving an overall goal for the basin. Those who seek broader 
regional and more diffuse control tended to suggest use of a series of agreements below the 
international level whereas others suggest that a single unified management international 
authority is necessary to achieve basin-wide goals.  

6.4.1.1 BROADER REGIONAL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT: WORKING 
BELOW THE TREATY LEVEL 

 
The advocates of regional control suggest that it will give greater weight to local knowledge.  
Some suggest that the use of local knowledge is essential to management of a complex system.  
It will allow management based on more realistic empirical assessments rather than on 
theoretical projections. However, concerns were also expressed that a regional approach may 
create gaps in basin communications that result in a failure to address regional causes of basin 
problems.  

6.4.1.2 UNIFIED MANAGEMENT: WORKING AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL 
 

Those who suggest this approach envision the possibility of creating a single international 
management authority. Rather than having three primary agencies – the BPA Administrator, the 
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Division Engineer of the Northwestern Division U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and B.C. Hydro 
– acting in coordination, some suggest consolidation of their separate functions into a single 
international managing agency. The rationale is that a single entity would provide more 
opportunity for basin-wide transparency, communication, and consistent management. Some 
indicate that a unified authority would be more able to address the complexities of the systems as 
they relate to one another than a regional authority. However, some people caution that such a 
unified authority will encounter federal obstacles regarding sovereignty and state autonomy.  

6.4.1.3 MAINTAINING MANAGEMENT AS IS  
 

Though it was not “suggested” as an approach (probably because interview questions focused on 
change), continuing status quo management, through the Entities is also an option. Many 
interviewees had no suggestions for improving the management schemes and a fair inference 
would be that current structures are both adequate and effective in implementing Columbia River 
Basin goals, both domestic and international. 

6.4.2 NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY 
 

Whatever the approach to management, interviewees repeatedly stressed the need for greater 
flexibility to accommodate future changes in circumstances. The current management structure is 
effective for the purposes of the treaty, but some noted that the structure was too rigid to 
accommodate changing values with respect to use of the river system. Some of the bases for 
these views appear to include the following.  When the Treaty was first negotiated, economic 
concerns were the focus of the U.S. government. Thus, the parameters of the Treaty were strictly 
defined to accommodate the narrow focus of hydropower and flood control. In the decades 
following the Treaty’s ratification, the dissenting voices, largely excluded beforehand, such as 
fish and Tribal interests, starting gaining recognition and power. Yet, the Treaty itself provided 
no means for accommodating those constituents. Thus, any deviation from purely hydropower 
and flood control interests has come through awkward domestic accommodations.  For example, 
the United States reduces power production to accommodate salmon, but must pay the Canadian 
Entitlement regardless of whether the projected amount of power was actually generated. On the 
Canadian side, the construction of the required dams in the treaty gave Canada little to no 
flexibility to accommodate rural needs or First Nations. Reservoir operation requirements 
prevent Canada from accommodating recreationists and others living on and near the Canadian 
reservoirs. Rather than continuing to limit options, the Treaty could be modified and improved 
by providing a mechanism for adapting to change without the need for a new Treaty.  

6.4.3 PHASED-IN CHANGES 
 

Interviewees suggested the need to phase in any change in the Columbia River Basin. They 
indicate that any major modifications or adjustments – whether in the approach to management, 
the actual structure of operations, or the integration of broader interests – should be implemented 
over time because immediate and comprehensive modifications may create discord, confusion, 
and frustration.   
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6.4.4 INTEGRATING ECO-SYSTEM FUNCTION 
 

Interviewees that identified ecosystem function and health as a third, and possibly co-equal 
purpose, necessarily imply that a new treaty is needed. As part of this, interviewees suggested 
that the involved parties should consider adding a technical advisory team that focuses on 
ecology in the river system. While the NWPCC balances some of the interests between power 
and fish, this new technical team would be international and represent ecological expertise that 
includes resident fish and other ecological values.  As studies become more comprehensive on 
anadromous and resident fish, and on the related issues of erosion, sediment, and other water 
quality issues that affect fish health, a technical advisory team to gather and interpret data and 
create solutions will become increasingly necessary.  

6.5 RESTITUTION 
 

Although most discussion by interviewees concerning ecosystem function focused on the future, 
some within the basin continue to seek restitution for the damage caused by implementation of 
the 1964 Treaty. There is little question that the basin development has caused problems for 
those residing in the upper portion of the basin. Some view renewed discussions as an 
opportunity to develop a way to address past harm. The damages to ecosystems have affected 
Native Americans’ and First Nations’ communities, values, and cultural resources. Suggestions 
are that any approach to implementation should include a way to evaluate and restore or 
compensate for each of these. Tribal communities are taking a larger role in discussions and 
these may include determining appropriate compensation for lost cultural resources, protecting 
remaining resources and ameliorating ongoing and future damage. This requires recognizing the 
value of these resources to the communities as a first step. Other, more concrete considerations 
may include restoring flows and maintaining or increasing lake and reservoir levels.  
 

6.6 IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 

We now turn from the interview data to discussion of approaches to implementation that may 
address some of the issues raised.  The following discussion is focused on basin-wide issues and 
does not address issues such as restitution which remain important considerations. Based on the 
interview data set forth above, approaches to implementation should take into account: (1) the 
desire for greater regional and public input to decision-making; (2) the desire for greater 
flexibility to respond to future change without renewed treaty negotiations when change occurs; 
and (3) the suggestion to phase-in some of the changes that involve a high degree of uncertainty.  
Although there is a strong desire among many to keep changes below the international level, it is 
difficult to do that consistent with the expressed goals.  However, it should be noted that 
although interviewees characterize regional control to be distinct from international negotiation, 
these may not be mutually exclusive.  When a basin crosses a regional boundary, international 
agreement may be the only means to authorize regional control at the scale of the basin (see e.g. 
Vogel 2011 analyzing how the 1964 Treaty led to development of the Columbia River Basin as 
an economic region). One approach that might walk the line between those seeking stability 
under the current regime for hydropower and flood control and those seeking to elevate 
ecosystem function to the international level might be to accomplish the first under cooperative 
agreements and the second with a new, separate international treaty.  The following paragraph 
describes one way these separate treaties might then be reconciled. 
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Use of a separate treaty to address ecosystem function could establish a commission modeled 
after the Pacific Salmon Commission (Pacific Salmon Treaty 1985, 1999, 2009), for purposes of 
providing decision-making authority for response to changed conditions.  Technical operation for 
hydropower and flood control would remain at the Entity level under the existing treaty, but 
conflict between the two separate efforts might then be resolved by the commissionTo assist in 
this process, the new treaty address must address the role of ecosystem function in the basin in 
relation to hydropower and flood control by authorizing the commission’s authority to include 
those purposes and spelling out whether a hierarchy or equal treatment is intended.  
Authorization of an international technical committee for ecosystem function could also be 
provided in this agreement.   The commission would be composed of state, tribal, First Nation, 
provincial and local representatives, providing the regional oversight and flexibility sought by 
many interviewees.  Further research on models for this approach may be warranted. 

 
7. INFORMATION AND RESEARCH NEEDED TO INFORM A CROSS-BORDER DIALOGUE  
 
The main themes described above – maximizing power, minimizing flood damage, and 
enhancing ecosystems – are accompanied by a set of driving forces and uncertainties related to 
the degree of difficulty in evaluating and comparing the scenarios and alternatives connected 
with each theme and understanding the tradeoffs among efforts to achieve the goals of each 
theme. Our knowledge of the Columbia River system is far from complete. Based on our 
interviews, we identified two broad categories of knowledge gaps.  
 
The first category includes an array of economic, social, legal, and technical uncertainties that 
cannot be clarified through further research. Questions surrounding the outcome of Endangered 
Species Act litigation or the type and timing of future developments in power technology fall 
into this category.  This category is addressed above by the process of scenario planning and the 
suggested use of a phased and flexible approach to implementation. The solution to irreducible 
uncertainty is positioning the basin to adapt, as opposed to additional research. 
 
The second category encompasses a range of questions that can be answered by new studies, 
some of which are already underway in the basin.  Some of these gaps were specific to certain 
scenarios while others cut across every scenario.  The following sections discuss crosscutting 
research needs.  Sources for identification of these areas and of the studies currently underway 
included the interviews and class research.  As a preliminary matter, it should be noted that the 
Entities have already released the results of modeling for alternatives that include the following 
at several levels of assured flood control termed the Phase 1 studies: (1) continuation of the 
treaty as is; (2) continuation of the treaty with expiration of the assured flood control; and (3) 
treaty termination (United States and Canadian Entities 2009).  In addition, the U.S. Entity has 
released supplemental studies that look at the overlay of fish flows currently required under the 
ESA on the Phase 1 alternatives (United States Entity 2010).  In addition, the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers is in the process of a flood risk management study for the U.S. portion of the basin.  
It is our understanding that this study does not include non-structural alternatives such as 
floodplain restoration. 
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7.1. CROSS-CUTTING RESEARCH NEEDS 
 
The following sections identify research needs associated with the physical, biological and social 
systems.  The paper addressed scenario-specific research needs in the appropriate scenario and 
alternative sections, but some is repeated here to emphasize the cross-cutting nature. 

 
7.1.1. CLIMATE CHANGE 

 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, interviewees consistently identified climate change as a key uncertainty 
affecting the physical processes of the entire Columbia River system. This primarily stems from 
the recognition that even modest warming can shift patterns of rainfall, snowfall, and snowmelt 
across the basin, which in turn complicates water resource management (Hamlet, 2011; Hamlet 
and Lettenmaier 1999). Previous studies suggest that such shifts generally cause reduced 
snowpack, earlier peak snowmelt, higher winter runoff, and higher evapotranspiration and that, 
in combination, these effects lead to lower summer and fall flows (Elsner et al. 2010; 
Lettenmaier and Sheer 1991). Thus, climate change raises questions about the adequacy of 
current flood control and hydropower operations under the Treaty as well as the ability to 
recover the river’s lost ecological diversity (Lee et al. 2010; 2009). This lack of precision also 
reduces the value of predictions concerning the potential effects on electricity demand, 
precipitation patterns, and river flows (Northwest Power and Conservation Council  2010; 
Hamlet et al. 2010). 

 
In response to those questions, interviewees suggested three general areas of inquiry. First, there 
was a general call for regionally focused models that improve on those used in the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report. Similarly, others 
sought improved long-term forecasting tools as a means to plan for specific impacts rather than 
general trends.  Work by the Climate Impacts Group at the University of Washington should be 
integrated with each scenario and simulation of potential changes in river operation. 
 

7.1.2. CHANGING TECHNOLOGY AND RENEWABLES 
 
New technology could drastically alter the existing framework of power for the Pacific 
Northwest. The high uncertainties of growth in wind and other renewable resources, transmission 
expansion, carbon trading, and market preferences make integration within the existing Treaty 
framework much more complicated and power supply and demand forecasting beyond the 20-
year cycle of the NWPCC highly uncertain. Additionally, the existing infrastructure is aging and 
it is uncertain how long it will last and what future conditions will be when replacement becomes 
necessary.  Infrastructure repair needs and short term transmission, energy demand and economic 
projections should be included in the evaluation of various scenarios, particularly as they relate 
to the question of whether continued benefits can best be met by joint U.S. – Canada operation. 

 
7.1.3. FLOOD CONTROL   

 
In addition to the efforts to analyze flood risk management currently underway by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers the following research is recommended. Floodplain mapping that includes 
habitat connectivity for the entire basin would allow prioritization of areas for restoration.  Cost 
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analysis and comparison to the cost/benefit of relying only on storage for flood control are 
needed.  Although this area of research is identified in the flood control scenario, it is restated 
here to emphasis the cross-cutting nature.  Any cost effective efforts to reconnect the river to the 
floodplain that reduce reliance on storage not only create habitat benefits, but free up storage for 
operation for power and ecosystem health. 

 
7.1.4. ECOSYSTEMS 

 
The interaction of fish health with land based ecosystems, the impact of ocean conditions, and 
managed fisheries compared to a natural hydrograph are variables that make the ecosystem 
response quite unpredictable. Uncertainty also exists in the economic analysis of species 
preservation and habitat conservation. Diverging ethical stances and reliance on non-market 
valuation make it more difficult to analyze ecosystem values for alternative scenarios and 
muddies the communication of that analysis to the public and decision makers (Hamilton et al. 
1999).  Modeling and cost/benefit analysis is nevertheless needed to allow stakeholders to 
compare the various ecosystem alternatives and to understand their impact on power and flood 
control goals.   

 
7.1.5. SOCIAL VALUES 

 
Uncertainty in the values and the political will for various approaches can only be addressed 
through an informed and open public dialogue.  Tools for managing a dialogue on the scale of a 
river basin are discussed below. 

 
7.1.6. LEGAL  

 
Past biological opinions help predict where endangered species litigation may be headed, but the 
cost, benefit, and impact of species protection remains highly speculative. Uncertainty in legal 
matters might also arise with respect to water deliveries, tribal cultural resources, or in restoring 
losses due to flooding or other impacts. Legal questions also surround interpretation of called 
upon flood control, the extent to which supplemental agreements are proper without a new treaty, 
and whether international law constrains how Canada could operate without a treaty.  Issues such 
as the appropriate form of an agreement can be addressed through legal research, but issues such 
as the outcome of ESA litigation cannot.    

 
7.1.7. IMPACT EVALUATION 

 
Interviewees identified areas that do not require treatment at the international level, but 
nevertheless, a dialogue on various scenarios for international river operation will require 
evaluation of impacts on these areas.  These include water quality including sediment and 
temperature, navigation, water rights, cultural resources, and recreation. 

   
7.2 SCENARIO EVALUATION  THROUGH MODELING 

 
Assessing the impacts and tradeoffs of the foregoing alternatives and scenarios depends on both 
the availability of reliable information and the capability to convey that information in ways that 
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is useful for the Entities and stakeholders alike. Such decision support tools include models to 
optimize and simulate operations; economic analyses to measure feasibility, costs and benefits; 
and other methods to weigh qualitative criteria.  Broadly speaking, these tools can be classified 
as either forecasting or systems dynamics models. Both serve a decision support function, but the 
key difference is their technical accessibility and resulting transparency for end users.  

7.2.1. FORECASTING MODELS 
 

Forecasting models are already extensively used to plan operations for flood control, 
hydropower, and ecosystem needs throughout the Columbia River Basin. The various agencies 
and organizations involved with the Treaty studies possess a broad range of capabilities that 
support decision making in the Treaty review process. Further, our conversations with Basin 
modeling experts indicate a high level of cooperation with respect to information sharing and 
modeling. However, the models’ technical complexities impose a significant barrier for the 
average stakeholder. Although the models are time-tested and produce demonstrably reliable 
results, few in the basin have the technical skills to manipulate these sophisticated models. As a 
result, the ability to test scenarios is limited to groups with a high level of technical expertise, 
which may leave some interested stakeholders out of the process.  The following paragraphs 
describe some of the modeling capability available. 

 
7.2.1.1. NORTHWEST POWER & CONSERVATION COUNCIL  

 
The Northwest Power and Conservation Council’s Generation Evaluation System (GENESYS) is 
one example of a model used in the region (Northwest Power and Conservation Council 1987). 
Tasked with power planning for the region, the Council provides a guide for BPA to manage 
power while accounting for fish and wildlife. Based on a similar model used by the BPA, 
GENESYS incorporates a variety of data to forecast electrical demand and supply, estimate 
environmental costs and benefits, calculate the present value cost of efficiency measures and 
alternative resource plans, and account for the effects of market uncertainty and risk. These data 
are sourced from and shared among various agencies and research institutions across the Basin. 
The model then compares these data in a Monte Carlo simulation, a process by which uncertain 
variables are randomly combined in hundreds of individual simulations to produce a range of 
potential results. By accounting for random variations in uncertain variables such as flow and 
power supply, the model can be used to forecast system performance across a range of 
conditions. The Council then uses GENESYS to simulate Columbia Basin project operations, 
evaluating the results as part of its power-planning mandate (Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council 2011).  

 
7.2.1.2  BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION  

 
As noted above, the Bonneville Power Administration uses similar forecasting models for its 
operations planning. The Phase I report was based on information from BPA’s hydrologic 
simulation model that uses rule curves and flow/storage constraints to achieve operating 
objectives, especially for power, flood control, fish flows and spill, and recreation (U.S. Army 
Corp of Engineers et al. 2009).  
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7.2.1.3  ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS   
 
Likewise, the Army Corps of Engineers uses a variety of forecasting models to support ongoing 
operations and as part of the Treaty studies (such as HydSim). The Army Corps is also the lead 
agency for evaluating changes in the Treaty’s flood-control operations. Presently, the agency is 
engaged in a series of studies aimed at quantifying flood risk costs and benefits. In particular, the 
Army Corps is gathering data and developing tools to determine how called-upon flood control 
operations might work if the Treaty’s flood control provisions were allowed to expire. It is also 
expected to evaluate the effects of increasing the maximum flood flow at the Dalles, Oregon 
from 450,000 cfs to 600,000 cfs. This process is ongoing and the Army Corps has not yet 
publicly released any findings or modeling methodologies. Nevertheless, this effort will be 
central to the United States’ negotiation strategy, as flood risk tolerance in the lower Columbia is 
a key uncertainty. 

 
The purpose of these sophisticated modeling efforts is to anticipate potential changes in the 
system and evaluate alternative scenarios for managing the Columbia River. Yet, these efforts 
demand staff and resources that are generally not available to many stakeholder groups 
throughout the basin. Even though models like GENESYS are in the public domain, their 
scenario-testing power remains largely unavailable. With the recognized need to engage a 
broader array of stakeholders, it becomes necessary to translate vast amounts of information and 
complex models into an accessible and understandable format for the general public.  The next 
section explores one possible solution.    

 
7.2.2. PARTICIPATORY SYSTEMS DYNAMICS MODELING 

 
Because the Columbia is a complex social-ecological system, it is often difficult for stakeholders 
to evaluate the effects of competing policy proposals.  To illustrate, consider a Canadian 
stakeholder’s proposal to maintain higher summer elevations in the Canadian reservoirs to 
improve recreational access and resident fish. While the resulting local benefits may be apparent 
to that stakeholder, the downstream effects on U.S. hydropower or ecological needs may be less 
obvious. To evaluate such a proposal in the context of the broader system, the stakeholder would 
need to integrate the effects of retaining water in certain Canadian reservoirs on downstream 
operations over the course of months or even years.  
 
This thought experiment is nearly impossible because of the feedback and time lags inherent in a 
system as large and complex as the Columbia. The stakeholder’s proposal might cause an 
unacceptable decrease in hydropower production or ecological flows. Conversely, it could 
provide improved late summer flows to serve summer power demand while improving flow and 
temperature for fish. Yet these downstream effects would be difficult to anticipate without the 
aid of computer simulations.  The stakeholder’s ability to participate in the process of evaluating 
policy alternatives for the Columbia Basin thus depends on her ability to access and manipulate a 
model of the entire system. To date, that access has been limited and the technical barriers to 
participation have remained high.  Despite calls for broader stakeholder participation in 
Columbia River governance, relatively few members of the basin community are able to use 
computer models as a decision support tool. 
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Our interview results indicate a strong desire for a less technical and more widely available 
model of the Columbia River system.  Although the River is already extensively modeled for 
power supply, flood control, and ecological forecasting, these studies are technically complicated 
and often inaccessible to stakeholders outside of academic, governmental, or industry circles. 
This results in a perceived lack of transparency as operational decisions are premised on complex 
modeling studies with limited public input or participation.  Consequently, there is an 
acknowledged need for a parallel modeling process that engages a broader array of stakeholders 
in proposing and evaluating new operational scenarios for the Columbia basin. 

 
One promising way to address this need is through hands-on scenario testing using a systems 
dynamics model of the Columbia River. Systems dynamics is “a method of analyzing problems 
in which time is an important factor, and which involves the study of how a system can be 
defended against, or made to benefit from, the shocks which fall upon it from the outside world” 
(Coyle 1977).  In other words, systems dynamics models integrate the effects of many changing 
variables over time. These models are particularly suited for complex water resources systems 
like the Columbia because they allow users to simulate the effects that changing precipitation, 
dam operations, consumptive use, and other variable have on streamflow. Further, the model can 
convert these streamflow effects into estimates of reservoir elevations, hydropower revenues, or 
even fish stocks. In this way, a systems dynamics model is not so different from the institutional 
forecasting models that are already used on the Columbia. The key difference is that a systems 
dynamics model is used to investigate interrelationships between these variables rather than to 
precisely predict their value at some point in the future.  

 
A good systems dynamics model provides reasonable estimates, but it is not a substitute for a 
more complex forecasting model. Instead, the benefit of systems dynamics modeling is rapid 
simulation of how a variable change in one part of the system–higher summer Canadian reservoir 
levels, for instance–affects the other parts.  This nimbleness allows the user to uncover patterns 
in the system’s behavior and understand the constraints that govern it.  With an understanding of 
these patterns and constraints, the user is able to more effectively evaluate policy 
recommendations. Furthermore, the user can rapidly sift through numerous alternative policies 
and identify a handful for more detailed studies using the institutional models. Thus, a systems 
dynamics model compliments rather than supplants more specialized forecasting models. 
 
Systems dynamics modeling has been applied to a variety of complex, multi-stakeholder 
environmental issues such as air quality, water quality and quantity, and biological conservation 
management (Beall 2007). Often, the model is presented in the form of an internet-based 
graphical interface that allows the user to adjust key variables and to simulate the effect of these 
changes over a set timeframe.  One example is the Palouse Basin Systems Model (Beall et al. 
2011). These interfaces remove some of the technical complexity from the modeling process and 
allow the user to focus on comparing simulation results rather than wrestling with the underlying 
model architecture. This promotes “group learning [by] conveying the effects of feedbacks and 
time lags [and] establishing a shared vision of the problem” (Beall 2007). Systems dynamics 
models thus provide an opportunity for lay people to develop a comprehensive understanding of 
complex systems–a necessary first step toward informed participation in the decision-making 
process. 
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Applied to the Columbia, a publicly available systems dynamics model could be a valuable tool 
for educating stakeholders and testing operational scenarios. Of course, this requires a reasonably 
accurate model of the system. Fortunately, researchers at the University of Washington have 
already developed the Columbia River Simulation Model (ColSim) (Hamlet et al. 2010). This 
model has been used to evaluate the effects of climate variability on the Columbia’s operating 
system design, the economic value of long-lead streamflow forecasting for hydropower, and 
various policies for mitigating the effect of climate change on the Basin’s water resources (Miles 
et al. 2000, Hamlet et al. 2002, Payne 2004). Although ColSim has only been used as a research 
tool to date, it could be adapted into an internet-based decision support tool like the one 
described above. Additional data collection, model validation, and user interface development 
would be necessary to accomplish this task.  

 
Once adapted into a decision support tool and made publicly available, a model like ColSim 
could serve a number of important functions in a scenario evaluation process for the Columbia 
River Treaty operations. The first and perhaps most important function is educational. By 
graphically depicting the potential effects of new operational regimes on various system 
components (e.g., reservoir elevations, dam releases, projected flood damage, or power 
production), the model would aid stakeholders seeking a broader understanding of the system. In 
addition, the model could also serve a consensus-building function by allowing stakeholders to 
test policy ideas and weigh the costs and benefits of their proposals. Finally, it could be useful 
for screening scenarios that warrant more detailed technical studies while weeding out ones that 
produce unacceptable outcomes.  Whether dedicated to education, building consensus, or 
scenario screening, a systems dynamics model could increase both the level of public 
participation in and the transparency of the Treaty evaluation process.  
 
In summary, the capability exists to transform information into useful decision support tools. 
However, in some areas where information is lacking, a discussion should take place to 
determine necessity of information and if other estimates will suffice.  Discussions should also 
assess the value of making models and data available for the general public to help inform the 
decision process. On this track, the U.S. Entity has assured that moving forward, it “is fully 
committed to an open, collaborative, and region-wide engagement process, so that all voices in 
the Pacific Northwest that wish to be heard can inform and identify the best possible policy 
options in the 2014/2024 Columbia River Treaty Review” (U.S. Entity for the Columbia River 
Treaty 2010).  
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APPENDIX	  D:	  Interview	  Questions	  
Lead-‐in	  Statement	  

I	  am	  part	  of	  a	  class	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Idaho	  College	  of	  Law	  that	  is	  helping	  to	  gather	  
information	  to	  develop	  alternative	  scenarios	  for	  international	  cooperation	  in	  the	  Columbia	  River	  
Basin.	  	  We	  are	  seeking	  to	  learn	  what	  people	  would	  like	  to	  see	  researched	  and	  discussed	  as	  part	  
of	  the	  evaluation	  of	  the	  1964	  Columbia	  River	  Treaty.	  	  After	  two	  symposia	  held	  by	  the	  
Universities	  Consortium	  on	  Columbia	  River	  Governance	  (i.e.	  UI,	  OSU,	  UW,	  U.Montana,	  UBC,	  
U.Calgary),	  a	  number	  of	  stakeholders	  in	  the	  basin	  have	  expressed	  interest	  in	  a	  continued	  effort	  
to	  provide	  a	  forum	  for	  a	  cross-‐border	  dialog	  to	  identify	  areas	  of	  mutual	  benefit	  and	  to	  allow	  
discussion	  of	  alternative	  scenarios	  for	  international	  cooperation	  concerning	  the	  Columbia	  River.	  	  
This	  process	  will	  complement	  the	  more	  formal	  process	  that	  each	  country	  must	  enter	  into	  to	  
assess	  the	  Treaty	  future	  given	  the	  Treaty	  provision	  that	  allows	  either	  country	  to	  terminate	  the	  
Treaty	  as	  early	  as	  2024	  with	  10	  years’	  advanced	  notice	  and	  the	  transition	  to	  Called	  Upon	  flood	  
control	  in	  2024.	  	  Because	  the	  formal	  processes	  are	  limited	  to	  national	  boundaries,	  it	  is	  the	  hope	  
that	  the	  informal	  process	  will	  allow	  identification	  of	  areas	  of	  mutual	  benefit	  across	  the	  49th	  
parallel.	  	  The	  following	  interview	  questions	  are	  one	  step	  in	  identifying	  areas	  of	  interest	  for	  use	  in	  
developing	  scenarios	  to	  be	  discussed	  at	  the	  next	  forum	  provided	  by	  the	  Consortium.	  
Background	  Questions	  

1. What	  is	  your	  interest,	  role	  and	  history	  regarding	  the	  CRT	  
2. What	  is	  the	  most	  important	  benefit	  the	  Columbia	  River	  provides	  and	  why?	  What	  other	  benefits	  

provided	  by	  the	  river	  do	  you	  value?	  What	  benefits	  should	  the	  river	  provide,	  or	  provide	  more	  of,	  
but	  does	  not	  at	  present?	  

CRT	  and	  Scenario	  Development	  
3. The	  focus	  of	  the	  CRT	  is	  flood	  control	  and	  hydropower	  and	  implementation	  is	  by	  appointed	  

entities	  [Administrator	  of	  	  BPA,	  Division	  Engineer	  of	  Northwestern	  Division	  USACE,	  BC	  Hydro].	  	  
What	  has	  worked	  well	  in	  both	  the	  focus	  and	  implementation	  of	  the	  CRT,	  what	  hasn’t	  worked	  
well?	  	  

4. In	  a	  process	  to	  evaluate	  the	  CRT,	  are	  there	  any	  additional	  purposes	  you	  would	  like	  to	  see	  
explored	  in	  relation	  to	  the	  CRT?	  	  What	  type	  of	  CRT	  scenarios	  or	  alternatives	  would	  you	  like	  to	  
see	  modeled	  to	  evaluate	  these	  additional	  purposes?	  

5. What	  issue	  would	  possibly	  be	  solved	  or	  opportunity	  achieved	  by	  accomplishing	  the	  suggested	  
Treaty	  alternatives?	  	  	  

6. 	  What	  do	  you	  view	  as	  the	  obstacles	  or	  constraints	  that	  may	  inhibit	  achieving	  the	  desired	  
outcomes	  from	  these	  Treaty	  alternatives?	  

	  

Scenario	  Evaluation	  

	  

7. How	  would	  you	  quantify	  the	  results?	  	  What	  would	  you	  actually	  assess	  or	  measure?	  
8. How	  would	  you	  balance	  competing	  uses	  and	  interests?	  	  
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9. What	  are	  the	  tradeoffs	  among	  competing	  uses	  and	  interests?	  
10. Can	  you	  identify	  any	  opportunities	  for	  mutual	  benefit	  across	  the	  international	  border	  in	  

achieving	  these	  purposes?	  
11. Can	  any	  of	  these	  be	  accomplished	  outside	  a	  treaty	  or	  is	  international	  cooperation	  essential?	  

	  

Education	  

	  

12. Do	  you	  feel	  you	  have	  enough	  knowledge	  of	  this	  issue	  to	  engage	  in	  the	  evaluation	  and	  process?	  
13. Based	  on	  your	  current	  knowledge	  what	  more	  would	  you	  like	  to	  know	  to	  be	  able	  to	  engage	  in	  a	  

discussion	  of	  different	  scenarios	  and	  priorities	  for	  the	  CRT?	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  biggest	  gaps	  in	  our	  
knowledge?	  	  	  	  An	  understanding	  of:	  

a. The	  Columbia	  River	  Treaty	  	  	  
b. Flood	  control	  
c. Hydropower	  
d. Ecosystem	  Functions	  
e. Irrigation,	  navigation,	  water	  supply	  and	  other	  river	  uses	  
f. Modeling	  	  
g. Climate	  change	  
h. Economic	  data	  
i. Statutory	  and	  regulatory	  requirements	  

14. Who	  should	  provide	  this	  information	  and	  how?	  
15. What	  type	  of	  information	  can	  your	  organization	  contribute	  to	  the	  process?	  	  
16. Who	  do	  you	  know	  that	  can	  contribute	  information?	  

Treaty	  Implementation/Administration	  
17. What	  changes	  in	  the	  process	  of	  CRT	  administration/implementation	  would	  you	  like	  to	  see	  

explored?	  
18. What	  changes	  in	  participants	  in	  CRT	  administration/implementation	  would	  you	  like	  to	  see	  

explored?	  

Regional	  Engagement	  
19. What	  are	  your	  thoughts	  on	  design	  of	  the	  process	  or	  processes	  for	  participation	  by	  state	  and	  

tribal	  governments	  and	  the	  public?	  

20. Who	  needs	  to	  be	  part	  of	  an	  informal	  dialogue	  on	  evaluating	  the	  CRT?	  	  At	  what	  level?	  

Wrap-‐up	  
21. Are	  you	  willing	  to	  participate	  in	  an	  informal	  cross-‐border	  dialogue	  on	  various	  scenarios	  for	  

international	  cooperation	  on	  the	  CRT?	  
22. Is	  there	  anyone	  else	  we	  should	  talk	  to?	  
23. Is	  there	  anything	  else	  you	  would	  like	  to	  share?	  	  
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Appendix E: Themes Identified from Interviews 
 
Power Themes Outline 
 

• Let the Treaty continue to do what it does well – hydropower and flood control.   
o Maintain current levels to ensure maximum power return.   

• Everyone uses power.  Renewable energy generated by the river is the most important benefit 
after flood control. 

o People in the region will not accept a treaty that diminishes the value of the power 
system.   

• The region depends on flood control and reliable power generated by the river. 
o Demand will only increase in the summer months.   
o The value of sale of summer power could mean that Canada would continue to operate as 

it currently does regardless of whether the downstream benefits continue.   
• How does the development of other renewable sources of energy change the operations on the 

Columbia? 
• Some believe that power is important, but not the most important benefit. 

o Some think that while the supply of power is important, the focus has been too narrow for 
too long.   

o Some think that power is important but it is just a secondary benefit to thatof the natural 
ecosystem.   

 
Power Tradeoffs/Concerns 
 

• We need to understand the trade-offs between energy & flood control.  
o Once we figure out changes in flow, then we can calculate impact on hydropower (this 

needs to be reflected in terms of cost/benefit)  
• What will future needs be? 
• If we did not have the dams then we would have to find an alternative means of power. 

o Could we sustain the economy in the Pacific Northwest without the cheap power from 
the dams? 

• More should be done to study how we can maintain or even enhance the North American grid.  
Can the grid be extended directly from B.C. into Alaska? 

o Will significant changes need to be made in the current infrastructure? 
o How would Canada operate if the treaty were terminated? 

• Experts disagree on whether the river can be managed for power without degrading other 
purposes such as ecosystem and recreation.  Can the river be managed for power in a way that 
does not significantly take away from other purposes? 

• Some think that we need to manage the river for flood control first and for power second. 

 
Flood Control Themes Outline 
 

• Flood control is the most important benefit that the treaty currently provides.   
o The key to the treaty is to spread the risk between the United States and Canada through 

the use of reservoirs and changes to the floodplain throughout the basin.   
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• Some think that we should manage for flood control by starting with the natural system (i.e. use 
of floodplains) and then determining how much storage control would be necessary to adequately 
control for floods.   

o Flood risk is decreasing due to climate change, which may allow the United States to 
accept more spring flood risk. 

 
Flood Control Tradeoffs/Concerns  
 

• The major information that interviewees in the U.S. want is how reliant is the U.S. on Canada to 
maintain flood control? 

o How would losing the Canadian storage affect U.S. tributary storage procedures? 
o How would a change in those procedures change the areas’ standard of living? 

• What would happen if the treaty lapsed and only the on-call flood control provisions were in 
effect?  

o Would timing of flood control become an issue?. 
• Some believe that we have artificially increased our dependence on flood control by 

developing within the flood plain. 

Ecosystem Themes Outline 
 

• We need to look at the river as an ecosystem.  
• Anadromous fish are a cultural icon for the region.    
• Social conditions have changed on both sides of the border.   

o At the time the treaty was signed, there was little concern for the river’s natural 
ecosystem.   

• The river should be managed to have as close to a natural hydrograph as possible. 
o A natural hydrograph would decrease flooding risk and require less drafting in the spring.   

• Need more balance in the management of the river.   
o The river cannot be managed to optimize any one purpose.  Instead, it needs to be 

managed in a way that balances many competing interests.    
o There will have to be compromises –hydropower and the need for flood control must be 

considered, but ecosystem function is also necessary, what that balance is – I don't know. 
• There is currently no incentive on the Canadian side to operate for the benefit of fish or the 

ecosystem.   
o If the U.S. is interested in maintaining anadromous fish then it should come up with a 

mechanism for compensating Canada for improved fish runs. 
• First-nations in Canada strongly believe that it is important that anadromous fish be reintroduced 

to the mainstem Columbia in Canada.  Some thought returning salmon to Canada would be a 
powerful symbolic gesture. 

• Anadromous fish populations are of particular concern (though the focus should be on the 
ecosystem as a whole, not just fish).   

o First-nations in Canada strongly believe that it is important that anadromous fish be 
reintroduced to the mainstem Columbia in Canada.  Some thought returning salmon to 
Canada would be a powerful symbolic gesture.   

o Others think that while returning Salmon to the Canadian portion of the Columbia is 
symbolic, it will likely not be a driver in negotiations because there are many practical 
problems associated with getting juvenile fish to the ocean alive.   

o Some think that the U.S. is already managing the river for an ecosystem purpose because 
the ESA is forcing it to.  
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• The river may have already crossed a threshold where it cannot recover its natural ecological 
function.   

o Anadromous fish may not recover in the Columbia.  Therefore, the focus should shift to 
maintaining resident fish populations in the reservoirs.   

o Climate change may make it impossible for salmon to recover under existing conditions.   
• There needs to be a comprehensive plan for the ecosystem function 

o Supplemental operating agreements are not an appropriate fix.  An ecosystem purpose 
needs to be part of the treaty, even if it is just an addendum to the current treaty.   

• Some think that while benefits to fish and the ecosystem are important, those values should not 
trump other purposes such as hydropower and flood control.   
 
Ecosystem Tradeoffs/Concerns 
 

• Managing the river for fish is a waste of public resources. 
o Should do cost-benefit analysis of the tradeoffs between power and flood control 

and fish and wildlife benefits. 
• How do we manage the river in a way that protects both resident and anadromous fish? 
• Does the use of the ESA to manage the river result in a judicial deadlock?  Is there a 

better way to manage anadromous fish? 

Implementation Themes Outline 
 

• The fundamentals of the treaty need to remain in place.    
• We should avoid modifications that would require legislative approval.   

o Decision-making should stay in the basin and we should avoid politicizing the river.   
o To the maximum extent possible we should modify the treaty through the use of ancillary 

agreements.   
§ Operational agreements could be used to address dramatically changing reservoir 

levels and the associated impacts on the ecosystem.   
• The primary question for both sides is whether there is still a need for cooperation.   

o There is no need to reach across the border to discuss a treaty if there is no need for a 
treaty.  

• Participation  
o Tribes need to be involved in any formal negotiations.  The Columbia River is of 

paramount importance to the Columbia River Tribes. Tribes need to be a part of formal 
discussion because the Tribes lived in the basin. They used and held waters for their 
cultural, spiritual needs as well as economic trade routes for fish. 

o More U.S. federal agencies should be involved (NWPCC, EPA, USFWS, NOAA, BOR). 
o Some believe that more public participation should be occurring. 

§ Direct involvement would be difficult but is important.  
§ Alternatively, some think that managed public involvement or representative 

involvement is better.   
• Use good governance – provide notice and an opportunity for the public 

to be heard, then take those comments into account when making 
decisions.   

o Some people think that more public involvement is not necessary.  For these people, the 
public’s interest in an ecosystem function is already coming to fruition through the ESA 
litigation.  

§ Other parties need to be involved because some people do not trust the entities to 
implement an ecosystem purpose.   
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§ Some believe these matters should be left to the sovereigns.   
§ There is also concern that the more people involved, the harder it will be to get 

anything done.    
§ Transparency is important.  Treaty implementation should no longer be closed 

from the public.   
• For some, the key issue is not more public participation but more 

transparency.  For these people, it is more important that the public know 
what is going on rather than actually be involved.   

• Ideas for increasing transparency and accountability  
o Establish some sort of an international management authority that could maintain the 

system as a whole.  This would also provide a place for redress and notice and comment 
for public outreach.   

o Or, entities could remain in control of treaty implementation but with broader input from 
the public.   

 
Implementation Tradeoffs/Concerns 
 

• If the treaty is renegotiated, then the U.S. will not get as beneficial of terms as in the previous 
negotiation. 

• Any changes should be phased in slowly.   
• BC Hydro should not have the sole role of future implementation on the Canadian side. 
• There is a need to move beyond management of just the Army Corps and B.C. Hydro.   
• At the very least, entity meetings should cease to be closed.  The public should at least be able to 

observe. 
 
Miscellaneous Themes Outline 
 

• More time is necessary to better understand all the ramifications associated with different options 
under the treaty – thus, and extension should be negotiated.   

• Education of the public/entities/stakeholders on the treaty and the benefits the river provides is 
very important.   

o People need to better understand the impacts associated with this system. 
o People need to better understand the impacts associated with climate change. 
o A commission should be created that to inform all of the stakeholders in the basin and 

gather different ideas.   
• Indigenous people have a right to depend on the river for sustenance.   
• Coordinating safety standards for dams and disaster response would aid in reducing the risk of 

harm from floods. 
• Cooperation that these discussions could generate between the sovereigns could be a benefit in 

itself.   
• Renegotiation of the treaty could provide an avenue for restoration and/or compensation for the 

loss of cultural resources.   
• Should the navigation and irrigation interests be represented in the process? 
• To some, certainty in river operation is the most important benefit that the treaty provides.   
• A new treaty should allow for more opportunities for reevaluation as time goes on.  It should be 

reevaluated on a much shorter time frame than every sixty years.   
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Introductory Note 
 
Based on conversations with Matt Rea of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the June 10th 
CRT Review listening session, it appears that (1) they have a different interpretation of the term 
"scenario" and (2) the Entities and Sovereign Review Team are soliciting, modeling, and 
reviewing what they call "alternatives" to the current management of the river and what 
Columbia management would look like in 2024 with no action.  In regards to this first point, 
Matt Rea in particular has stated that he feels scenarios are built around a specific decision point 
rather than the laying out a framework for Columbia Management (and our scenarios are more 
along the lines of the latter).  In regards to the second point, by reframing our scenarios as 
alternatives our efforts can directly tie into the Treaty review and make the Symposium more 
appealing to parties participating in the SRT process (attached is the document circulated at the 
listening session which illustrates where our efforts could complement or inform the Treaty 
review process).  Thus we have adapted some of our "scenarios" into "alternatives" or 
"alternative approaches."  The content did not change only the names by which the documents 
are called.  While this a minor change, making this change will serve to improve communication 
with those involved with the Treaty review and better meet the needs of the Treaty review 
process. 
 
Please let us know if you have any questions. 
 
Thank you, 
Columbia Treaty Team at OSU 
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Columbia River Treaty symposium preparation: Alternatives development 
June 2011 

 
Alternative management title:  Called Upon with Information Sharing Agreement 
 

Theme or summary:   
 
This alternative approach assumes that management of the Columbia River and flood control in 
2024 shifts from “assured annual flood control” based on pre-determined annual operations (with 
pre-paid Canadian storage with the ability to call upon Canada for additional storage) to 
independent reservoir and river management in the two countries where the US can still call 
upon Canada for storage after it fully utilizes its own storage space.  In this alternative approach 
there is not international coordination of the river or payment for downstream benefits.  This 
alternative explores regular dam and reservoir operation under this management framework and 
how the US would utilize the “Called Upon” provision of the Columbia River Treaty that goes 
into effect in 2024.  While dam and reservoir operation will not be pre-determined annually by 
the two countries, Canada would agree to share its planned operations with the US in order to 
make the best decisions based on the water expected to cross the border over the course of the 
next two years.  More specifically, Canada would release a two-year operation plan each year 
(addressing the current and following year) as well as provide updates if the plan is revised at 
any point.  Since the infrastructure is currently in place to monitor all dams along the system in 
real time the two countries would agree to keep this technology running to inform US dam 
operations.  If Canada fails to share this information it would be required to pay the US for loss 
of revenue and damages (much like the US would have to pay for damages, operations, and loss 
of revenue when employing the Called Upon provisions of the Treaty).  The information sharing 
would not require Canada to consult the US on operations only share what decisions were made 
and what water will be flowing over the border.   

 
Assumptions: 
 

• The Treaty provision that: 
…for so long as the flows in the Columbia River in Canada continue to 
contribute to potential flood hazard in the United States of America, 
Canada shall, when called upon by an entity designated by the United 
States of America for that purpose, operate within the limits of existing 
facilities any storage in the Columbia River basin in Canada as the entity 
requires to meet flood control needs for the duration of the flood control 
period for which the call is made. (Article IV(3))…is interpreted to mean 
that Canada operate for additional storage using reservoirs and storage 
space built prior to 2024 and used in pre-2024 assured annual flood 
control. 
 

• No additional non-Treaty storage agreements are made between the US and Canada but 
current non-Treaty storage will continue. 
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Operations:   
 
Operations under this management approach would be as follows: 
 

• There would be no international coordination of the management of the river only an 
agreement to share information on how the river will be managed (and thus no payment 
of Entitlement). 
 

• Canada would operate its dams for its own interests mainly to maximizing power 
generation, ensuring Canadian flood control, and secondarily to protect its listed species. 
 

• US operations would be coordinated on a national scale except in the case where there 
are existing non-treaty storage agreements (through which Canada and the US could 
coordinate operations): 
 

o US coordination would be based in part on the information sent by Canada on 
how it planned to operate its dams and reservoirs for the current and subsequent 
years.  

 
o Flood control in the US would rely on domestic storage and Called Upon 

measures. 
 

o Coordination of all storage space in the US includes private and public reservoirs. 
This domestic coordination would work to ensure full utilization before initiating 
the Called Upon process (see agreements for more information). 

 
o US would operate its dams based on (1) flood control (2) Endangered Species Act 

requirements and (3) power generation (in that priority order). 
 

o To ensure flood protection US reservoirs would be drawn down further in the late 
winter/early spring to accommodate for snow and glacial melt bringing higher 
flows (this includes Grand Coulee and Brownlee reservoirs drafting toward 
empty). 

 
• The Treaty provision that: 

 
For each flood period for which flood control is provided by Canada under 
Article IV(3), the United States of America shall pay Canada in United States 
funds: (a)  the operating cost incurred by Canada in providing the flood 
control, and  (b)  compensation for the economic loss to Canada arising 
directly from Canada foregoing alternative uses of the storage used to provide 
the flood control (Article IV(4)(b))…is interpreted to mean that the US must 
pay for operation of Canadian dams and reservoirs during a “Called Upon” 
situation as well as for damages and economic losses arising from the 
operations of the storage space.  This payment would be determined by a 
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jointly chaired and staffed body of Canadians and Americans appointed by 
their respective agreement signatories (e.g., Department of State in the US). 
   

• Coordination of Libby dam would continue as it is operated now under the Libby 
Coordination Agreement 
 

Benefits:   
 
No benefit sharing will be done in the basin.  Rather benefits, such as flood control, will be paid 
for by the receiving party.  Other benefits include:  
 

• Ability for Canada to operate for increased power generation . 
 

• Continued friendly relations through information sharing operations notice. 
 

• The US would have some sense of what water will be flowing over the border over the 
next two years. 
 

• Provisions to protect US right to information on how Canada would operate its dams and 
reservoirs. 
 

• The flood control back up plan of the Treaty “Called Upon” provision, which includes 
monetary compensation for Canada. 

 
Form of Agreement:   
 
In this alternative approach the Called Upon provisions of the Treaty remain in place (or rather 
shift from “On Call” to Called Upon); however the pre-paid storage ends, and there is no 
coordination of river management and no payment of the Canadian Entitlement.  Thus, non-
Treaty storage and Called Upon remain the only two means of international storage coordination.  
However, the US and Canada would both sign an agreement dictating an information sharing 
process by which Canada can inform the US of how it will operate its dams, thus allowing the 
US to plan its dam operation based on that information.  Failure to abide by this agreement and 
share information would result in a fine to Canada to pay for lost revenue and resulting damage.  
This information sharing agreement would include a commitment from Canada to share a two 
year operating plan each year (addressing the current and following year) as well as updates to 
that plan if Canada makes revisions at any point in the year and real time information of flows at 
various dams along the river.   

 
An independent review board of both Canadian and US representatives would be charged with 
91) determining if the loss of revenue and damage to US was caused by a failure to share 
information and if that is the case (2) the dollar amounts for those two items.  This board could 
also be utilized to assess loss of revenue and damages incurred in a Called Upon situation.   
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Within the United States, an agreement would be developed between all private and publicly 
owned storage in the US to coordinate all domestic storage and develop a plan for flood risk 
management and other desired benefits.  This would include a plan on how the US government 
could pay for use of private storage it if was needed.  

 
Implementation:   

 
The first step would be to develop the specific provisions of the information sharing agreement, 
including the penalty for Canada if it fails to share information and the specific process for 
determining if there was such a failure.  The implementation would also require the creation of a 
board or body to assess the cost of Called Upon and the fine for failing to share information.   

 
A significant fact-finding effort is needed to better understand possible implementation of this 
alternative approach including:  
 

• Conducting a new Biological Opinion for the new management of the basin to account 
for increased dependence on US storage. 
  

• Determining what increased fluctuation in reservoir levels means for cultural sites and 
endangered species protection. 
 

Areas of Uncertainty:  
 
Areas of uncertainty in this alternative approach to managing in the Columbia include: 
 

• The findings of post-Treaty Biological Opinion. 
 

• How the US would balance hydropower production and ESA listings in light of the 
coordination of storage for flood control and ensuring full utilization of US storage. 
 

• The degree of reservoir fluctuation.  
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Columbia River Treaty symposium preparation: Alternatives development 
June 2011 

 
Alternatives management title:  Regional River Governance 

 
Theme or summary:   
 
As an alternative to the continuation of the Columbia River Treaty, this document proposes a 
new form of governance of the Columbia River with a ‘values-based regional approach.’  In this 
approach various regions in the basin are delineated and are governed to accomplish specific 
goals based on values/benefits identified by those negotiating the agreement(s).  Values/benefits 
can vary from region to region.  The size and breakdown of the regions can also vary (i.e., under 
this governance framework parties will negotiate how to divide the basin into regions based on 
what benefits they wish to promote).  This proposed alternative assumes Treaty termination, 
allowing for new agreements to layout the governance of the regions.  This approach allows for 
consideration of additional issues or values beyond flood control and hydropower and lists 
potential values the river could be managed for and potential ways of regionalizing the river.  
However, parties interested in modeling this alternative would need to take the time to determine 
the level of regionalization and the specific values they wish to include.   

 
Assumptions: 
 
Assumptions include: 
 

• The Columbia River Treaty is terminated. 
 

• Involved parties will determine what regions to delineate within the basin; the number 
and size of the regions will be based on the values and benefits (and the combination of 
those values and benefits) the parties wish to include. 
 

• Subsidiary agreements (sub-agreements) will be developed between parties to coordinate 
activities to best serve regional interests. 
 

• Canada and the US (or the private companies in the country) will each take over 
complete ownership and operations of the dams and other infrastructure in their 
respective countries. 
 

Operations:   
 
The parameters for operations under this alternative management scheme would be: 
 

• Regions of the basin will be governed to accomplish certain goals and to obtain certain 
benefits. 
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• Flood control in the US would rely on domestic storage, the 1990 Non-Treaty Storage 
Agreement, and Called Upon measures unless flood control/flood risk management was 
identified as the (or one of the) values the region would be managed for. 
 

• In the case where there are existing non-treaty storage agreements Canada and the US 
coordinate operations according to those agreements. 
 

• Potential values that will dictate operations include, but are not limited to: 
 

o Canada could operate its dams for its own interests including maximizing power. 
generation, ensuring Canadian flood control, and protecting its listed species. 

 
o US could operate its dams based on 1) flood control 2) Endangered Species Act 

requirements and 3) power generation. 
 

o Regions could be managed to preserve cultural resources. 
 

o The undammed  portion of the river could be managed for recreation and tourism. 
 

o Regions could be managed to meet irrigation water and other water supply needs.  
 

o The lower Columbia and Snake River could be managed for navigation. 
 

• Coordination of river management could occur on multiple levels (depending on the 
number and size of the regions) and will depend on the development of agreements 
within and between regions.  These sub-agreements could include but are not limited to 
agreements: 
 

o Within each nation on a national scale. 
 

o Between two facilities or parties. 
 

o Along tributaries or in sub-basins (e.g., parties along the Snake River). 
 

Benefits:   
 
As stated above, governance of the various regions will be governed for one or more benefits.  
Possible benefits or values which could be used determine river management include: 
 

• Cultural resources 
• Fish and wildlife 
• Flood control/flood risk management  
• Irrigation 
• Navigation 
• Power generation 
• Recreation and tourism 
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• Water quality 
• Water supply 
• Other economic interests 

 
Without an overarching treaty or other form of agreement between regions no benefit sharing 
will be done in the basin.  Rather benefits, such as flood control, will be paid for by the receiving 
party.  Other benefits of this alternative approach include:  
 

• Allows for the potential management of the river based on values not considered in the 
development of the Columbia River Treaty. 
 

• Allows sovereigns and stakeholders to evaluate values and identify desired benefits. 
 

Implementation:   

 
To implement this alternative to the Columbia River Treaty, parties would need to determine 
how to regionalize the basin (this can range from keeping the basin as one region to any number 
of smaller regions of various sizes).  This will include deciding the values or benefits a particular 
region will be managed to attain or maximize (this can range from one value to any number of 
combinations of values).  In this management approach of the river, payments to the Canadian 
Entitlement end and the implementation of any management is done at the regional level, though 
there may be coordination between regions.  Without a formal treaty or overarching agreement 
the US and Canada would need to find an alternative way to equalize benefits across the 
international border if desired.  A significant fact-finding effort is needed to better understand 
possible implementation of this alternative approach including:  
 

• Determining what Called Upon means on an operational level (this includes determining 
what is considered full utilization of US storage). 
 

• Determining the range and timing of river flows as altered by dam operations for the 
various values and benefits.  
 

• Conducting a new Biological Opinion for a post-Treaty basin. 
 

Form of Agreement:   
 
Sub-agreements would be developed for the regions to operate dams, reservoirs, and other 
infrastructure on the river.  These agreements spell out the goals for the region’s management 
based on the identified values/benefits.  These sub-agreements could be created on an 
international, national, state, sub-basin or local level as well as between the US and Native 
American Tribes or Canada and the First Nations.  For example, privately and federally operated 
dams in the mid and lower Columbia or facilities along the Snake River could develop an 
agreement to coordinate dam operations to better meet flood control needs, maximize power 
generation, and restore ecosystem functions. 
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Areas of Uncertainty:  
 
Areas of uncertainty include: 
 

• Number, purview, and other details of subsidiary agreements (i.e., agreements will vary 
depending on the parties involved); potential agreements include Memorandums of 
Agreement, Memorandums of Understanding, and Annual Operating Procedures. 
 

• The findings of post-Treaty Biological Opinion and how they would impact dam 
operations and water supply/allocation in the US.  
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Columbia River Treaty symposium preparation: Alternatives development 
June 2011 

 
Alternative Management Title: A River Basin Commission 

 
Theme or Summary:  
 
This alternative proposes a redrafted Columbia River Treaty based off of the current format and 
concept of the Pacific Salmon Treaty, signed between the U.S. and Canada in 1985.  Several 
stakeholders and sovereigns interviewed in the Columbia River Basin have expressed a desire to 
see a treaty for the Columbia River based upon this format, in which a river basin commission 
would be established, charged with implementing the Columbia River Treaty.  Specifically, this 
alternative would establish a commission independent of the entities that currently operate the 
treaty, which would specifically be charged with implementing the treaty in a flexible and 
equitable way based upon several factors including water allocation, climate change, fish 
passage, tribal rights, and a number of other factors.  Two specific factors that have been 
identified by stakeholders and sovereigns that are very effective in the Pacific Salmon Treaty but 
lacking in the Columbia River Treaty are full representation on the commission and negotiation 
power of tribal and other sovereign groups, as well as better flexibility by the commission to 
adapt management plans to climate change and other uncertainties.  In summary, while this 
alternative does not assume treaty termination, it puts forth that a new treaty be negotiated by 
several groups and interests beyond hydropower and flood protection; and that an independent 
commission then be established that would include representatives from each interest group that 
would then be charged with implementing the treaty in a flexible manner. 

 
Assumptions:  
 
Assumptions of this alternative include: 
 

• The Columbia River Treaty is renegotiated to reflect evolving values within the basin and 
with flexibility in mind. 
 

• Involved parties will establish a river basin commission to implement the treaty. 
  

• The commission will include voting members from Canadian and U.S. federal, state, and 
local agencies as well as tribal sovereign governments. 
   

• Current treaty dams will be operated in a manner to be determined by the commission 
that will bring the greatest benefits to all the parties involved, i.e. hydropower and flood 
protection may not always be prioritized. 
 

Operations:   
 
The parameters for operations under this alternative would be: 
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• The basin will be governed by a treaty meant to represent the different interests 
throughout the basin as a whole, with no definite prioritizing of one interest such as 
hydropower over another represented within the words of the treaty. 
 

• Flood control measures as referenced in the current treaty would go to the Called Upon 
scenario of 2024, and be utilized in an adaptive manner by the commission in weighing 
flood control against other needs, the specifics of called upon would be defined by 
commission. 
  

• Hydropower and flood control would both be managed in a equal basis with fish passage, 
ecosystem health, and other needs as determined and voted on by the commission. 
 

• Other non-treaty flood control and hydropower measures would be evaluated by the 
commission on a case by case basis and recommendations would be made for how to best 
manage these agreement in accordance with the new treaty operations. 
 

• Potential values that will dictate operations include, but are not limited to: 
 

o Hydropower 
o Flood Protection 
o Ecosystem Function 
o Endangered Species Act and fish passage needs 
o Tribal interests 
o Water quality 
o Water supply 
o Transportation 
o Recreation 
o Cultural Resources 
o Other economic interests 

 
• Coordination of river management and treaty implementation as dictated by the 

commission would occur through several federal, state, and local agencies beyond the 
current three federal entities 
 

Benefits:   
 
As stated above the primary benefit is that the basin will be governed as one continuous unit in a 
flexible manner, with no given preference in the treaty language for one use or value over 
another.  Benefits will be allocated in an equitable manner as determined by the commission.  
Such decisions will be voted on the by the commission who will decide under each given 
circumstance how to best meet the needs of each stakeholder as well as the basin as a whole.  
This will allow all stakeholders to at least feel as if their voices have been considered and allow 
greater flexibility in a future of uncertainty with regards to climate change, water storage, salmon 
survival, etc. 
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Costs:  
 
The treaty language will not include any specific methods or language for operations or 
implementation, as this will be in the hands of the commission.  Therefore the one real cost is 
that the commission must be relied on to make any specific decisions regarding the management 
of the river.  Thus, while this alternative is designed to deal with uncertainty and to provide 
flexibility, in doing so it also contains uncertainty itself. 

 
Implementation:   
 
To implement this alternative parties in Canada and the U.S. would have to come to a consensus 
that more values within the basin beyond hydropower and flood protection must be recognized as 
paramount.  Flood protection would have to be moved into the called upon alternative of 2024 so 
that it would not be a continuous part of operations as it currently is, as this could interfere with 
other needs of the river.  This new called upon would be specifically defined by the commission 
on a rolling basis.  Furthermore in redrafting the Columbia River Treaty, an agreement would 
have to be reached as to what groups and governments would each be represented within the new 
river basin commission.  Under the Pacific Salmon Treaty, the groups represented from both the 
Canadian and U.S. on the commission include federal, state, and local governments, as well as 
tribal governments.  At the current time, selected stakeholders interviewed within the basin feel 
that this is an adequate form of representation. 

 
Form of Agreement:  
 
Each of the state departments of the two countries would agree upon a flexible treaty whose 
implementation would be placed in the hands of the river basin commission.  As stated, this 
commission would include members representing different levels of stakeholders and sovereigns 
throughout the basin, to better include the interests of the river as a whole.  The treaty would be 
flexible in the sense that it would lay out specific goals and values that would be considered 
important in the basin’s management, but would leave the implementation of these goals and 
values up to the designated commission. 

 
Areas of Uncertainty:  
 
Areas of uncertainty in this alternative include: 
 

• Specific values and goals that need to be included in a new treaty need to be more clearly 
identified though public processes, such as the current sovereign and non-sovereign 
stakeholder meetings being held I the U.S., and the University sponsored symposia.  
These could also be identified through more extensive basin wide research in both the 
U.S. and Canada. 
 

• The willingness of the federal entities in both countries to agree to such a broad in scope 
situation in which they would effectively lose management control over potions of the 
basin to a commission would need to be addressed. 
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Columbia River Treaty symposium preparation: Alternatives development 
June 2011 

 
Alternative Management Title: Planning for the Potential of Low Flows in the 

Columbia River Basin 
 

Theme or Summary:  
 

This alternative takes into account the instance that the Columbia River would have low flows. It 
assumes that the United States and Canada will have agreed upon a plan with which to handle 
the unintended consequences of low flows in the Columbia River. The basin as a whole is 
predicted to get warmer, while precipitation will stay fairly constant. However, the timing of 
snowmelt will change. Winter snow accumulation will reduce, shifting summer streamflow to 
the winter. These shifts in the seasonality of inflows to the Columbia River Basin’s reservoir 
system has been found to reduce the reliability of spring and summer non-firm energy 
production, irrigation, summer instream flow targets, and summer recreation purposes (Payne et 
al. 2004). 

 
Assumptions:  
 
The Columbia River Treaty continues as is, based upon its original intentions: hydropower and 
flood control. Climate change continues, warming the Columbia River basin to the point that its 
annual hydrologic flow patterns are altered. The nations agree on adding a section in the treaty 
regarding low flows.  

 
Benefits:  
 
Building a plan to address how the United States and Canada will address low flows will allow 
both nations to plan for such side effects as lower hydropower revenues. Dam operators would 
be able to lower their firm power (power that is able to be produced under the most extreme 
drought conditions) according to the severity of the drought. 

 
Costs:  
 
Having low flows in the Columbia River mainstem could have severe economic consequences, 
from lowered hydropower production and revenue to a decrease in the fish population. In this 
situation, hydropower production may have to be sacrificed to allow for the fish population to 
rebound.  

 
Implementation:  
 
The plan would go into effect depending on the severity of the hydrological drought. It would be 
effective after the signing of the renewal of the treaty. Adaptations that will have to be made 
include taking into account the following areas: 
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• Hydropower 
• Storage 
• Fish 
• Irrigation 

Reallocation of firm hydropower production can be changed from winter demands to summer 
months, as warmer winter temperatures and summer temperatures will lower the demand in the 
winter and raise the demand in the summer. Reservoir storage locations will have to be increase 
to fulfill environmental targets.  

 
The key for the treaty’s success will be an inherent flexibility built into the framework of the 
treaty. 
 
Form of Agreement: An agreement is signed between all sovereigns following the renewal of 
the treaty. 
 
Areas of Uncertainty:  
 
It is still unclear how much the hydrologic regime will change. Variables such as peak flow, total 
volumetric flow, and temperature may all vary depending on the time of year, the amount of 
warming, and the hydrologic deficit.  

 
Reference:  

 
Payne, J.T., A.W. Wood, A.F. Hamlet, R.N. Palmer and D.P. Lettenmaier. 2004. Mitigating the 
effects of climate change on the water resources of the Columbia River Basin. Climatic Change 
62: 233-256. 
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Columbia River Treaty symposium preparation: Alternatives development 
June 2011 

 
Alternative Management Title: Establish the Columbia River Basin as an 

“international commons” 
 

Theme or Summary:  
 

This alternative would change the Columbia River into an “international commons,” shifting the 
river into something beyond the legal jurisdiction of sovereign states. This alternative removes 
the question of sovereignty within the mainstem of the Columbia River. It allows for the 
opportunity for a multi-sovereign (including Native American Tribes) organization, such as the 
International Joint Commission, to create a sub-organization (for this alternative, entitled the 
Columbia River Commission) whose sole purpose is to manage the Columbia River. Like the 
International Joint Commission, each nation could appoint an equal number of voting members, 
representing the interests of various stakeholders, who get to be in charge of deciding how the 
river is managed. This would be an example of “collaborative ecosystem governance,” where 
state, sub-national, and non-state actors actively collaborate in the construction of provisional 
solutions, and devise adaptive learning and management strategies that have flexibility to adapt 
to new environmental measures and regulatory conditions (Karkkinen 2005). These efforts 
would be similar in structure to ecosystem management strategies for the Baltic Sea and 
Chesapeake Bay. 

 
Assumptions:  
 
The Columbia River Treaty is terminated, with Called Upon flood control measures still in 
effect. 

 
Operations:  
 
Control of the river is handed over to the Columbia River Commission. All concerns, whether 
environmental, ecological, navigational, etc., are addressed through the Commission. 
Organizations such as the Bonneville Power Association, the Army Corps of Engineers and BC 
Hydro would be operated in the same manner as the present, but would have to have any 
operational changes approved by the Commission. 

 
Benefits:  
 
The ecological concerns would be easier to address. The Columbia River Commission could act 
as a single unit to address any environmental issues. 

 
By placing authority under this Columbia River Commission, the question of negotiating 
between these two countries would be removed as both countries would have to send their 
requests through the Columbia River Commission. 
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Hydropower revenues could be solely used to better the Columbia River. Whether this means 
that the revenues would be used to restore the salmon population, improve navigation, improve 
recreational areas, increase hydropower production, etc. would be determined by the Columbia 
River Commission.  
 
Stakeholders could have the opportunity to more directly voice their concerns, as the Columbia 
River Commission’s membership would consist of their peers instead of government 
bureaucrats.  

 
Costs:  
 
The change of authority could sour relations between the stakeholders and the commission, as 
some stakeholders may be reluctant to have their decision-making powers rescinded. 

 
Implementation:  
 
Transfer management of the dams to the International Joint Commission. Flood control ends 
with the exception of Called Upon. 
 
Form of Agreement:  
 
An agreement is signed between all sovereigns giving the Columbia River Commission central 
authority in all matters related to the Columbia River Basin. 

 
Areas of Uncertainty:  
 
The role of how the dams (both with the purposes of flood control and hydropower) would be 
undetermined. Also, it is unclear how far the international commons would extend. There is a 
possibility that it could include the groundwater connected to the basin.  

 
Each sovereign could conceivably be unhappy with the Columbia River Commission’s 
allocations and focuses. Either country might not be willing to part with the power (both 
hydroelectrically and generally) associated with various aspects of the river. 

 
Reference:  
 
Karkkainen, B.C. 2005. Transboundary Ecosystems Governance: Beyond Sovereignty?. In: C. 
Bruch, L. Jansky, M. Nakayama and K.A. Salewicz, eds. Public Participation in the Governance 
of International Freshwater Resources. Tokyo: United Nations University Press, 73-87. 
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Columbia River Treaty 2014-2024 Review 

Stakeholder Listening Session 

March 10, 2011; 1:00-4:00 p.m. 

Portland, Oregon 

SUMMARY OF SESSION DISCUSSIONS 

Overview 
 

Under the Columbia River Treaty, Canada and the United States jointly manage the Columbia 
River for power generation and flood control as it flows from British Columbia into the United 
States.  The United States (U.S.) Entity, designated to implement the Treaty for the U.S., is 
comprised of the Administrator of the Bonneville Power Administration as Chairman and the 
Division Engineer of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Northwestern Division as Member.  

 
The U.S. Entity is currently in the process of conducting a review to evaluate the future of the 
Columbia River Treaty after 2024.   The Columbia River Treaty 2014/2024 Review (Treaty 
Review) establishes a framework for interested parties to collaborate with the U.S. Entity as it 
studies and evaluates alternatives needed to better understand the implications of post-2024 
Treaty alternatives. By late 2013, the U.S. Entity will make a recommendation to the U.S. 
Department of State on whether it is in the best interest of the U.S. to continue, terminate, or seek 
to amend the Treaty.   

 
The Treaty Review Sovereign Participation Process establishes a framework for sovereign 
parties to collaborate and coordinate with the U.S. Entity in the process of conducting technical 
studies and evaluating alternatives needed to better understand potential Treaty futures.  A 
broader group of regional stakeholders (outside of the sovereigns) will be invited to regularly 
participate in both the formation and analysis of the alternatives.      

 
On March 10, 2011, the U.S. Entity sponsored a half- day “listening session” to hear from 
regional stakeholders about their interests and desired outcomes for the Treaty Review. 
Approximately 60 stakeholders representing a wide variety of interest groups attended the 
session.  

 
Steve Oliver from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and Witt Anderson from the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) serve as Coordinators for the U.S. Entity and jointly oversee 
the Treaty Review process. Jim Barton (Chief, Columbia Basin Water Management Division, 
USACE) sat in for Witt Anderson during the listening session. 

Structure for the Meeting 
 

The listening session was preceded in the morning with a Treaty overview presentation from 
Nancy Stephan (Treaty Review Program Manager, Bonneville Power Administration) and Matt 
Rea (Treaty Review Program Manager, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). A copy of their 
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Powerpoint presentation is posted on the Treaty Review website at http://www.crt2014-
2024review.gov/. 

 
In the afternoon, Jim Barton and Matt Rea outlined the process that has been established for the 
regional sovereigns and stakeholder to participate in the Treaty Review. Part of this process 
includes the formation of a Sovereign Review Team (SRT).  The “sovereigns” participating on 
the team include representatives from the states of Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana, 15 
Northwest Tribes (5 Representatives on the Sovereign Review Team), National Marine Fisheries 
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Bonneville Power Administration, Bureau of Land Management, Environmental 
Protection Agency, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Geological Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and 
National Park Service. 

 
The SRT meets monthly to review and discuss policy-related issues. The SRT is ultimately 
responsible to deliver a recommendation to the U.S. Entity regarding the future of the Treaty. 
Providing technical, modeling, and analytical support to the SRT is the Sovereign Technical 
Team (STT).  The STT is made up of technical representatives from the same organizations and 
entities participating on the SRT. It is the responsibility of this team to organize and review the 
technical studies and data that will inform the SRT.   

 
After the introductory presentation, participants divided into eight interest-based discussion 
groups, which included: Ecosystem-Based Function, Fish and Wildlife; Ecosystem-Based 
Function, Cultural Resources; Ecosystem-Based Function, Water Quality; Hydropower; 
Navigation; Water Supply; Flood Risk; and Irrigation. 

 
Each of the discussion groups were asked to share their “desired outcomes” for the Treaty 
Review process, as well as obstacles they could see to a successful Treaty Review, and any 
concerns they might have about the Review process.   

DISCUSSION RESULTS 

Common Themes 
 
Regardless of the interest-based topic under discussion, all of the groups shared some common 
themes.  The common discussion themes are summarized below into the two categories that 
emerged: process and technical. 

Process Comments 
	  

• All of the discussion groups asked about the overall sovereign/stakeholder process. They 
had questions about the level of involvement from regional stakeholders. They asked that 
the process be fully transparent, and they requested that the non-sovereign stakeholders 
be allowed to fully participate in the scoping, metrics, and methodologies associated with 
those studies. They asked that stakeholders be able to observe the analysis conducted as 
part of the Treaty Review, and understand the outcomes that are meaningful to the varied 
interests throughout the region.  
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• Those attending also wanted clarity on the schedule for the process, as well as their 
ability and timing to have direct influence on the U.S. Entity. Where is our opportunity to 
assist the Entity in its recommendation to the U.S. State Department?  

• Some of those attending expressed concern about hydropower, flood control, navigation 
and irrigation interests being represented on the Sovereign Review Team. They noted that 
Steve Oliver and Witt Anderson were also representing the U.S. Entity and serving as co-
chairs of the SRT, and wondered if their interests would be fully represented with Steve 
and Witt wearing multiple hats. They want to make sure everyone is heard as the process 
unfolds.  

• Several groups expressed concern about the geographic scope of the study area, and were 
concerned that it might be difficult for all interests to be fairly represented, given the 
number of issues and stakeholders involved. How can all of these be accounted for, and 
their opinions used to influence the process?  

• Numerous questions were raised regarding the schedule for Treaty Review, with concerns 
raised about the relatively short timeframe (end of 2013) by which a recommendation is 
due to the U.S. State Department.  

• A number of attendees asked questions about Canada’s interests in the Treaty Review 
process, and wondered what Canada’s position might be regarding the treaty parameters. 
One question, for example, was the degree to which Canada would be willing to discuss 
and/or negotiate on environmental issues. 

Technical Comments 
	  

• Although the listening session was structured around a range of stakeholder interests, 
those attending the session also suggested a number of “bigger questions” that should be 
addressed through the study process. These framework questions, they felt, would then 
help to focus the individual study areas. Participants identified these larger questions:  
Does the existing treaty fundamentally make sense for our region? What are the benefits 
of the current treaty? What is it costing us now? What happens if the treaty goes away? 
With no treaty in place, how will our flood risk and other responsibilities change, and 
what will those costs be? What about issues outside of flood risk management and 
hydropower? How are those accounted for under the current Treaty, and what might be 
changed in those areas if the Treaty is changed?  

• Regardless of the subject area, each of the groups expressed concerns about how the 
studies would be conducted: what existing information will be used; what are the 
parameters for the studies; what are the metrics?  

• All of the groups acknowledged the importance of balancing their interests with the other 
interests in the room. Environmental advocates recognized the importance of hydropower 
and flood risk management. Hydropower and irrigation interests acknowledged the 
importance of fisheries and habitat protection. Flood risk and navigation representatives 
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also described the importance of achieving balance between all of the interests in the 
Treaty Review process.  

• There were a number of questions about the way in which study information would be 
funneled into, and used by the SRT and STT as their recommendations are developed.   

• The groups had questions about the way in which existing data and studies would be 
used, and the process for getting that information into the hands of the Sovereign Review 
Team and Sovereign Technical Team.  

• The “called upon” provision of the Treaty means that, after 2024, Canada will be 
obligated to provide flood control only when “called upon” and only after the U.S. has 
exhausted all of its own flood control mechanisms. This was of concern to all of the 
discussion groups, with participants believing that this provision inserts a number of 
significant “unknowns” regarding the way in which the Columbia River will be operated 
in the future.    

SUBJECT MATTER DISCUSSIONS 
	  

In addition to the common themes highlighted above, each of the discussion groups shared 
desired outcomes, questions, and concerns related to their specific subject matter: 

Ecosystem-Based Function: Fish and Wildlife 
	  

• This group expressed concerns with the physical limitation of the system, noting that both 
the U.S. and Canada “can only spill so much.” They also recognized that there are many 
competing interests in the Treaty Review process, as well as a number of unknowns.  
This group asked: What is the universe of possibilities for ecosystem improvements and 
how does the Treaty work with U.S. operations and other U.S. ecosystem opportunities? 

• This discussion group urged a maximum level of system flexibility in order to balance 
hydropower and flood risk needs with fish and wildlife habitats.  There were concerns 
expressed about the effects of the treaty on the bull trout population. And, this group 
noted that there is an inventory of past work and efforts to build on as part of the Treaty 
Review. 

Ecosystem Based Function: Cultural Resources 
	  

• This discussion group acknowledged that it is difficult to assess the impacts of the Treaty 
on cultural resources if there is not an inventory of what is currently available. Many of 
these cultural resources are not public knowledge. It is important to determine what types 
of impacts there may be on these resources.   

• Regulations and restrictions that protect cultural resources must be fully represented in 
any modeling work. The group had questions about the criteria that will be used to 
determine the value or detriment to both fish populations and cultural resources. 
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Participants noted that currently there is not widespread agreement among 
stakeholders/sovereigns on either these criteria or the modeling.   

Flood Risk Management 
	  

• Participants in this discussion group said that a desired outcome for them in the Treaty 
Review would be a common agreement on the need for an integrated approach for 
analyzing and managing flood risk. They acknowledged that flood risk has to be balanced 
with other river functions such as irrigation, further noting that existing obligations for 
irrigation and water rights must be honored.   

• The group urged that existing information be used wherever possible, for example, the 
Corps of Engineers work in the Tri-Cities. They felt it was important for resiliency to be 
built into the system. And, as the alternatives are analyzed, the group asked that the 
technical work fully describe both the monetary and operational shifts that could be 
anticipated under each of the alternatives/scenarios.   

Irrigation 
	  

• Those attendees representing irrigation interests expressed concern about future 
uncertainties. They wanted assurances for irrigation supply, and also wondered if there 
might be additional storage opportunities (leasing or buying more space) in Canada or 
elsewhere. They wanted to make sure that future Treaty negotiations would not result in 
any adverse effects to the Bureau of Reclamation’s water rights and to all of the certified 
water rights associated with the Columbia River Basin. 

• This discussion group said they hope the upcoming studies will result in a full and 
accurate analysis of the costs associated with the Treaty, the water supply available, 
pumping reliability, reservoir elevations, and the inclusion of Banks Lake reservoir data, 
which is not currently part of the model.   

• When discussing possible obstacles to a successful Treaty Review process, the irrigation 
group noted that changes to flood risk management could negatively impact irrigation, 
and that politics might play a role in decisions. They also wanted to make sure that the 
wisdom and knowledge from the Bureau of Reclamation is fully and meaningfully used 
by the Sovereign Review Team. 

Water Supply 
	  

• When describing their desired outcomes, the participants in this discussion group said 
that they wanted to know, and improve upon, the “shape” of water supply delivery. They 
wanted clarity on the availability of water above and beyond the current Treaty uses of 
flood control and hydropower. They want to explore if there is a more optimal use of 
water resources, and whether or not there are limits to the water supply being shaped 
differently. This group also wanted to ensure that there is an equitable distribution of 
water to the United States and various stakeholders.  
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• This group discussed a number of technical details, noting that it is important to ensure 
effective data collection and monitoring of snowpacks, for example. They are looking for 
models with better granularity (daily or even hourly time-steps), and hope to identify 
target flows within the general capacity of the system.  

• These attendees felt it was important to establish a drought strategy for management of 
the Columbia River system. They also wondered how power benefits might best be 
optimized – that is, the same or more power production out of the current amount of 
water available. These stakeholders said that one of their desired outcomes would include 
an analysis of the highest and lowest flows that would be sustainable in each season of 
the year, to develop a baseline flow pattern that would best distribute the water. 

• The potential impacts of climate change were discussed extensively by this group. They 
wanted to make sure it is fully accounted for in any future modeling and analysis. They 
wanted to answer this question: Is climate change an excuse to build more storage? And, 
they want to make sure the system is flexible enough to change existing reservoir 
operations to respond to climate change impacts. 

Hydropower 
	  

• Hydropower interests at the listening session asked that the numbers and data used for the 
evaluation of alternatives (economics and physical impacts, for example) be both 
transparent and consistent. Particularly important for this group is the fact that the Mid-
Columbia utilities currently pays 30% of the Canadian entitlement, further emphasizing 
their strong desire for full transparency in the Treaty Review process.   

• Cost was another significant issue for this group, with stakeholders asking for a 
comprehensive cost/benefit analysis of the current Treaty and entitlements, as well as a 
thorough analysis of the costs that would be incurred without the Treaty.  

• The impacts to fish were another issue of concern. Not only did the two hydropower 
discussion groups indicate a need to balance the needs of fish with power production; 
they also noted that extensive investments in fisheries habitats had already been made, 
and they do not want to see these investments downgraded in the future.   

• As with other groups, hydropower interests want to make sure climate change is 
addressed in the process. They also believe there could be opportunities to improve the 
transmission system as the treaty is reviewed.  

Navigation 
	  

• Navigation interests at the session emphasized that navigation is protected by the United 
States Constitution, and that a portion of the Columbia River is a congressionally-
authorized navigation channel. This should be viewed as a constraint on the upcoming 
studies, and cannot be taken away by the U.S. Department of State. Columbia River 
navigation provides both economic and environmental benefits to the region as a whole.   
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NEXT STEPS 
 

This summary of the listening session will be distributed to all of those who attended the 
meeting. The Sovereign Review Team and Technical Team members attended the session and 
benefited by the direct and extensive level of engagement and comment from stakeholders.  
 
The results of this session will be used to inform the work of the Review and Technical teams as 
they embark on their work. Additional meetings and sessions for stakeholders will be conducted 
throughout the Treaty Review process.   
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